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II ----ment and participated in the Project, a review of the literpture, and discus-

.

sions with experts, including Oversight Committee Members.

0
SECTION

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

e In November 1979, Herner and Company was invited to Conduct an ellatumtion

-,

of Phase II of the.Federal Library Network Prototype Project.' This experimental

proj'ect, involved the use of telefacsimile and slow-'scan television for inter-

library loan and communication activities among federal libraries° between the .

period July 1979 to March 1980. The Project was funded by the National Science

Foundation with the Federal Dibrdry-Committee, Director's office, pfovidhig

project administration and the director of the ERL Libraries serving as Prtject

Director.,}

The evaluation procedure included site'visfh to the participating

libraried, the analysis of data recorded by the participating libraries on

transaction forms, interviews with °38 library staff members who used the .equip-

Analysis of the transaction data showed that interlibrary loans accounted.

for 75 percent of the attivity4 with correspondence responsible for another 15

percent. Far transmission,. Rapifax' was used 86 percent of,the time; QWIP, 6

percent; the telephone; 2 percent; and slow-scan television, 1 percent.
.

.

. ,

Patrons found the information helpful aproximately 72 percent of the

time, Seventy peicent of their requests were for journal articles; the' materia,

was "on time" 60 percent of the.tini althoUgh time in which the artidle was

wanted was not always specified.

4

Library staff interviewed felt that the.Project did increase contact with

other libraries and-40 pertent felt they would coqtinue interlibrary loan with
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these libraries. Overel, librarians felt the Project increased the work load t',

and regarded it unfavorably from that point of view.

In essence, the evaluators found that teefacsimile--while useful-

1

imposed a labor-intensive situation on librar and that although, slow -scan

television offers a wide range of possibilities or communications, its trial in

this project was limited to only a few.of those possibilities.

Recommendations are offered for further explbration which should be

conducted undetNontrolied conditions with*detailed proVocols.
, 0

0
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SECTION II
.

,

BACKGROUND DF stuDy

A.. ,Purpose of Study
. (s? -

t . .
.

.' .,

In 1977 a group of federal libraries ,discussed some common operating . i
.

2

problems--pfoblems of access to desired publications; rising;costs of document,

the .impact) of proliferating data bases; staff and space shortages, travel and

budget curtailMeqs, increasing interlibraN.loan activity with concomitant slow

and unprediEtable yet costly mail service., The, Project was designed to meet
. ,

these problems by developing improved methods to share library resources.

Equipment as sought both to enable the tequester of a publication to creen the

requested information, in order to helptavold transmitting unwanted, unnecessary

information, and 'to transmit the precise information desired quickly and.cost

gef"fectively. The participants selected SSTV equipment to provide the diagnostic

,
an .screening capability, -and teldfacsimile equipment for rapid transmittal.,

41
It was hoped that the-use,df_the equipment to transmit, communicate, and exchange '

.

,'information would promdte_iresoulKe s \aring and, enable the participantsito drants
r

on the subjeCt speci,al,ties and expertise of member libraries.
. 4i'... , . i i /p.

, /' .... ,,

ii . .

B. Project Description and, Experimental Design Of Phase I ''.

In mid-147?,.five federal, agencies agreed to contribute operating

'. .

fonds and lease.gquipment in order to participate in the xperimental project.

..,
Ili.

. . _
Phase I was to be`a six-month experiment in thegise of telefacsimile and slow-
:,

. .I

.

,
7----

scan equipment for the lAirkses° of resource sharing in a mAnner beneficial to
4 . 4

2

the participantlibraties and to their patrons. TOe equipment was not specif--:
.

icallydesikned for library app/ication; however it was hoped that a demonstra-
.

tic:in to the industry of inadeqqacies of the equipment for library use would
. .

,
. .

.
., . .

encourage the development of deviceq especially Euited for libraries. The
e .

...
.

agencies involved were National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAH);
. .

3

O
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Army Corps of Engineers (COE), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), National

Bureau of Standards (NBS),and Energy. Research and Development Administration

(ERDA), now the Department of Energy (DOE). Their librariei .sere situated at

' the following locations:

'Boulder, CO

.1

RockvAle, MD - Environmental Data Services, NOAA
...-..

1

-Miami, FL - Environmental Data Services

- Environmental Research Laboratories, NOAA

Ft. Belvoir, VA - Coastal -Engineering Research Center, COE
.t

Vicksburg, MS

Raleigh, NC_

Cincinnati, OH

- Amy Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, COE
,-.

Gaithersburg, MD

Argonne, IL

- Upton, NY

Berkeley, CA '

Environmental Protection Agency

national Environmental,Research Center'

Standards Information Services, NBS

Argonne National Laboratory, DOE

BrOokhaven National Laboratory, DOE

- 'Lawrence Berkeley Laboratbry, DOE

'Three New England Library Network (NELINET) libraries joined the group a

few months later: Po1rtland Public Library, Portland,' Maine, and Maine State

Library in Augusta, Maine, joined in November; the University of Maine joined the

following March, bringing the totalnumber of participant libraries to,14.
.

The project for Phase I was'designed to encompass the following tasks:

> the development of methods and prdtedures in the form of

a Pilot Project Plan drawn up by 'n outside contractor

> the establ1shment of an "Oversight Committee"

instal ation.of the equipment at each locition
.._

the train g of ibrary staff in the use o 1tfhe equipment and

the procedure) of d to collection

6

4
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> the operation of the experiment, i.e., the exchange of in-
.

formation, doduments. and resources among member libraries

and the recording of each such transaction

.

"the examination and analy,,s Of the recorded transactions

the conduct of intervidWsilith library staff and

library patrons

.> an evaluation report of the experimental project prepared

by an outside contractor.

an application for funding to continue the experimdnt for

an 'additional period (Phase II).

The experimental design, with its procedures, methods, d)rms, guides,

and protocols, was prepared by Edward Leyman at Herner and Cozipany. It was

adopted by all participants and they were given free and ea access to the

esign docum ntation. The design'entitled "Slow-Scan Tel vision/Telefacsimile

E p 'mental Project: Pilot Projddt Plan"; is attached as Appendix A.

The operation of Phase I of'the experiment took place from July, 1978'

to January, 1979. The library staff gained familiarity with the equipment

/'

and with member libraries' collections and resources. The experimental design

was tested and the results of the analysis of operationthere presented in a

report prepared by Edward Leyman, entitled Preliminary Analysib of the glow-Scan

Television/Telefacsimile Library Network Project: Pilot StageT Washington, D.C.,

Metrostudy Corporation, March 1979. Recommendations concerning Phase II (contin-

ued operations for the full experiment) were included.

C. ,Evaluation of Phase I: Recommendations

.1;7p-

Regariliag telefacsimile equipment, the report stated that "Expe7iences

with telefacsimile during the pilot operations point to promising'results:

r.

5
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,

that the use of this equipment can facilitate the exchange. of information;

can speed up delivery, particularly i.ohen time is of the essence; can foster

broader, more profitable use of all participating libraries' information

sources and resources; can bring tp the_more isolated libraries the benefits

of being located in a resourcerich community. There are s me preliminary

indications that the benefits of telefacsimile communications for a number

of the libraries may well be in balance with the costs entailed." *

The report recommended that participating libraries' originating

and responding transaction forms be collected and examined centrally on a
A

continuous basis; that the transaction forms be redesigned and simplified;

that procedures be set up and agreed on by -participants regarding monitoring

protocols;_ that participating libraries be able and willing to agree to basic

handling criteria; that new libraries selected for Phase IL be libraries

located in isolated facilitieS since these proyide a better test of tele
_

facsimile's capabilities.

I
f

) Re
.
garding slowscan television, the report stated that "Slowscan

iI :'television was not fairly and properly tested during this pilot stage...
J

slowscan television is new to most-people and needs to be approached in
3

I 3'-
a more creative'and imaginative spirit. This Aid not take place during

I

the pilot stage."

. /

It was iecommended that the slow scan equipment be more vigorously
w

tested durinFlPhase II, installed in a highly visible location in only three

or four of ,the libraries, those that have sufficient staff to deal with this

II! laborintensive device, and that have as patrons laboratory scientists and

Irengineers actively engaged in research.

6
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D. Chronology

Table 1, which follows, contains a brief chrorology of the Project.

The table lists activities in both Phase I and II. While this section describes

the background of the Project prior to Phase II with which this report is

concerned, the chronology is inserted at this ,point to give the reader a sense

of the continuity of events on the Project.
A

0

2



Table 1

-

June 1977

BRIEF WRONOLOGY OF THE PROJECT

Participant libraries of Phase I commit funds
to experiment with SSTV and Telefacsimile
equipment, FLC accepts sponsorship,
Joan Maier named Project Director

SeptembOr 1977 Herner and CompanY.receives contract for project
design

December 1977 Herner and Company submits project design, pre-
paredpared, by Edward Leyman -'

* February 1978 , Propoiar to fund Phase II and its evaluation
submitted'to NSF

March 1978 Equipment procurement for Phase initiated

June 1978 Equipment,installed in the 14 Phase I participant
libraries

July 1978.,

August 1978

January 1979

March 1979

Phase I operati& commences

NSF agrees to fund Phase II of experiment and its
evaluationIty Herner and CoMpany

Ph ase I operations concl ude, Metrostudy Corporliiion
receives contract for Preliminary ZN.41uation to. be
performed by Edwar.d Leyman

Preliminary Evaluation Report submitted

April 1979 Three new participant libraries identified

July 1979

November,1979 -*

January 1980

1.°

March 1980

May 1980/i

Phase II operation commenced with_six of the original
,libraries and four new ones

Herner and CoMpany receives evaluation contract for
-Phase II already nearing its completion

Phase II due to con c de:;_ 3-month extension granted

Phase II opera ions conclude

Herner and mpany submits draft of evaluation report
for Phase II

I
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SECTION III

DESCRIPTION OF PHASE II

A. Participating Libraries ,

Ten libiaries'participated.in Phase4II:.. They are 1 sted below. The

first six partiCipated in Phase I; the last.fourvere new participants.

The Environmental Research Laboratories (ERL) Library. NOAA

The Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station Technical Information

Center, COE

The Coastal Engineering Research Center Library, COE

The Argonne National Laboratory, TeChnical Information Department, DOE

The Brookhaven National Laboratory Research Library, DOE

The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Library, DOE .

The Oak Ridge NatiOnal Laboiatory (ORNL) Library System,

The National Agricultural Library (NAL) Department of'AgriCulture

f
Science and,Educatkon Administration, Technical Information Systems and

4

'its D.C. Branch Library ich participated only with NAL

The National Science Foundation Library.

These libraries varied in size of collection and staff; local resources,

interlibrary loan activity, subjecorientation of collection, type of users,

the kinds and type of location of equipment used on this project. Their deeds

and thus their willingness for resource=sharingvariea. A full description

of each librafy appears in Section IV.

B. Recording Procedures Followed hi Each Library During Participation in the

Experiment '

The "Pilot Project.P1 had set up special. forms'io be -used for recording
. .41..

? .

datkin a standardized banner. Every transaction involving member. libraries of



the network was to be so recorded. At regular intervals, the libraries were to . °

forward completed transaction forms to a central location, so that the forms

could be reviewed immedigtely to make sure that they were being used and admin-
.

istered properly, and also to provide up-to-datql feedback, jn case any discrep-
/

ancies in methodology were noted. The data from these completed forms were to

be---extracted on an on-going basis. (See Hern r and Company Pilot. Project Plan,

page 5). The evaluation of the pilot stage ecommended that additional data be

gathered, that'it be gathered in a more u form and controlled manner, and that,

with regard Co the'procedures for the fell experiment, thg, transaction forms be

redesigned and simplified (See Metrostudy Corp. Preliminary-Analysis: Pilot

Stage-7>page 49).' The forms were, accordingly, revised. However, it appears

that the new forms were no more accurately nor more fully 501ipleted than the

old. They did not enable data to b. gathered in a more uniform manner since each

library did not fill out the forms in the same manner,, and some did not even

fill them out at Ail. It did not enable data to be gathered in a more controlled

manner,.since neither in Phase I nor in Phase-II were the transaction forms

photocopied and mailed to a central location for monitoring, for on-going

analysis, or for data extraction.

It is indeed unfortunate that the participating libraries' originating

e
and responding transaction forMs were not collected and examined centrally on

a continuous basis. This hag made itas difricult in Phase II'as it was in

Phase-I to quantify results with any acceptable re/iabili67 or to draw.sub-

stantive conclusions from experimental findings.

Another recommendation from Phase I was that "participating aibraries be
?

able and willing to agree to basic" handling priorities, standards, and criteria"

(Preliminary Analysis: Pilot Stage, page 50). Unfortunately, the participating

libraries agreed instead not to impose controlled conditions on the Project as a\

10
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The transaction forms are shown in Figures 1 and 2. They requested

,,.
I'

identifying information such as transaction number, the libraries' symbols, and
i

the names of the operators at originating and responding libraries., .The Transaction

Log Originating Library provided'areas to.record: -

> type of request

I ^

> patron name aadllone number
.

> patron!s delivery deadline 4
I> delivery.of response

.

. ,> whether material is copyrighted

> method of response requested

> transmittal method of request

> telefacsimile transmission time and speed

While the participating libraries always noted the type of request,
\

Ipatrons' phone numbers were not always recorded and one library did not even

record patrons' names. Copyright information, when known, was noted. While

Itransmission methods, times, and speeds were s*cified,rdelivery deadlines

.

and deliyery of response, more often than mot, were not. T11/4hus allover turn

' around times could not be calculated.

I The Transaction Log Responding Library provided areas to record:
t' m

> copyright information

111

...

>41ansmittal method of response

IF

. > form of document sent

*
> telefacsimile transmission time and speed .

I

,

Some libraries did not record all responses on their forms, particularly

I if e response was negative. Others filled out the forms inconsistently, or
t 4

4' .1.! incompletely.

I
4
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'

ORIGINATING LIBRARY'S SYMBOL'

1. TRANSACTION NUMBER
2. DATE
3. OPERATOR OF EQUIPMENT AT ORIGINATIN:O.LIBRARY
4. LIBRARY CONTACTED
65.-- PERSON AT LIBRARY CONTACTED
6. TYPE OF REQUEST:

a. . interlibrary'Loan.(specify4ALA,Ft0,etc)
b. Literalure Search
c . Reference Question

---dT Correspondence
e. Other '(specify)

7.PATRON'6 NAME; AND TITLE
a. Telephone `Number

8. PATRON'S DELIVERY DEADLINE:
a. Within 1 Workday
b. Within 2, Workdays
C. Within 1 Week
d. Within 2 Weeks
e, Other (specify). . A

9.. DELIVERY OF RESPONSE TO PATRON:
a. Within 1 Workday
b. Within 2 Workdays

Within 1,Week
. d. Within 2 Weeks

e. Other (specify.
(

10. MATERIAL GOPYRIGHTED?(STATE YES, NO; OR UNSURE!
11. DID YOU SPECIFY METHOD OF RESPONSE? .

a. If-yes, state response method specified
12. REQUEST TRANSMITIO,BY:

a. Telephone
.b. Mail
c. Delivery Service
d. SSTV (complete reverse side of log)
e. Telefpcsimile (Rapifax,'Qwip 2 or.

13. IF TELEFACSIMILE WAS :USED:

ay Trpsmission Time in Minutes

.:Figure 1

TRANSACTIO N LOG ORIGINATING LIBRARY

PHASE 11

F.L.N.P. PROJECT

'b. Number of Pages
,,-,

); c.,.. TransmiVion Speed (Qwip 2)
A. -.d. fransmitsion speed (Rapifax) t

-
. e. Transmi;sion 4904- ( )

4r,

14. CONTACT SATISFACTORYMIF NOT; SPECIFY REASONS)
% ,

71.6. A 'bDITIONAL COt1MENTS OR PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED



COWLETE,1111S SIDE IF SSTV WAS. USED FOR TRAWMISSfON
. TRANSACTION NUMBER (SHOULD MATCH WITH NUMBER

ON REVERSE SIDE)
2. FORM OF DOCUMENT TRANSMITTED ON SSTV:

a. Journal
b. Book .

c. Report
Or d. Map

°e. Photograph
f. Chart or Graphic Material
9. Abstract or Citation
h. Three-dimensional Object
i. Other (specify)

3. COLOR GRADATION OF MATERIAL:
a. Blackand White X
b. Shades of Gray 7

. t

'c.. color Present
.

d Mixed
e. Not Applicable

'4. MATERIAL.TRANSMITTED FROM PHOTOCOPY OF
ORIGINAL?:
a. Ye

b. No
5. SPECIFICS OF TRANSMISSION: .

a... Transmission Time in M/butes

b. Number of Paget
c. Number,of TransmissionsRequired
d. 'Material TranSmitted from Left to Right

.e. Top-to-bottom
f. Mixed Transmission

6. CONTACT SUCCSSFUL?:
a. Yes

' h. No (specify reasons)

A

ti

7. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS OR PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

% i -"
-, .

23



1. al
2. DATE

8. RESP
4. 0PER
5. PERS

RECE

6. MATE
7. RESP

,a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

8. 'F0RM

RESP
a.

b.

d-.

e.

F.

g.

h.

.

j.

9. IF

,a.

. b.

c.

d.

e.

10: C0NT
REAS

11. ADDI

- ;.2.'

TRANSACT1CN LOG - RESPONDING BRARY. PHASE ICF.L.'N.P. PROJECT
TNATOW'S TRAPSACTION mumaR

- ---

.

.

v
,

OfiDING LIBRARY'S SYMBOL . .

ATOR or EQUIPMENT AT RESPOOING LIBRAp
ON AT ORMINATING LIBRARY (IF 'NOT

AUTOMATICALLY) :
- ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

N.IVED

HAL COPYRIGHtED?(STATE YES, NO, OR UNSURET .

,
. .

ONSE TRANSMITTtD BY:
.Telephone

'

.

. .

.
..

Delivery Service .

SSTV(compiete reverse side of log)
Telefacsimile (Rapifax, Qwip 2 or

, -0-1-50CUMENT(S) SENT OR TRAN5MI5ED BY

Journal ,

.

.6 I.

,

.

1 ,

.
...'
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Communication between participating libraries, other than requests

for interlibrary loan cILL) items, took the form of memos, letters, and hand-

written notes telefaxed from one site to another. Often handwritten notes were

jotted down on the side of an ILL form, requesting clarification, or a particular

deadline. Most memos concerning the Project originated ERL Library NOAA,

Boulder, and were'sent to all participants. Since all demonstrationssof equip-

ment, especially, of SSTV, involved additional communications (soMetiMes by ,"

./
telephone) among the libraries, several persons felt that increased communitation

between staff from different libraries was a decided benefit derived from the

experiment.

C. Description and Placement of the Equipment

Three types of equipment were in use during the Protect: QWIP Telefac-

simile, Rapifax 100, and Slow-Scan Television'.

Description of Equipment.

,

QWIP.--The QWIP facsimile transceiver is a conventionsl:telefacsimile

.1
machine that, can transmit typewiltt ,` handwritten, or printed input up to

0 1/2!'. x Jr in size over teleph lines 6om onemember library to another.

The Model 1200, the equipjent first used, had a 4-minute andsa 6-minute trans-
.,.

mis,0Psion speed. At six min es, resolution was 96 lines to the inch both horizon-
,

tally and vertically; at four minutjes, resolution was 96 lines to the inch horizon-

/
tally ana,64 lines vertically. This model was replaced during Phase II of the

Project by.the QWIP II, which can transmit at a 3-minute Speed (with's resolu-

tion of 96 lines to the inch both hori ontally'and vertically) and a 2-minyte

b
speed (with a resolution of 86 li es to the inch horizontally and 78 lines to

the inch vertically). Both mach nes are portable, compact, desk-top models and

are simple to operate.

14
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Materials to be transmitted must be` mounted by hand to a rotating

cylinder. As the cylinder rotates, a erber optics system scans the material

'-on the cylinder. The scanner's outptit consists of,a continuously modulated

(FM)analog signal which is transmitted along conventional telephone lines.

At the receiving end, the signal is transferred by an eldctrosensitive process

to a special copy paper on the rotation drum..

Monthly rental= was inexpensive ($65.00/month). However, the machine

had two major disadvantage's: Ian order to activate the machine, an operator

at the originating library "had to make a telephone call to the responding,

library; thus operatiOn required both a sender and a receiver to be present

during the transmission. When the machine was in operation, the special

recording paper requited emitted an odor considered by many to be offensive.

QWIP is manufactured by QWIP Systems; a division of Exxon Enterprises,

Inc.

Rapifax.--The Rapifax 100 is.4 telefacsimile machine which can transmit

an 8 1/2 x 11-inch pageat speeds of 35, 60, and 90 seconds. It has a machine-'

to-machine capibility and an automatic feet feature. It is a free-standing

.. -console model facsimile transceiver offering greater speed and resolution.

I .than drum-type facsimile units. It can.achieve a resolution of 200 by 200

lines per inch of copy with a 90-second_transmission time, Transmission,Ntienes

as short as 35 seconds can be achieved with a loss pf resolution.

The Rapifax 100 operates by.the flat-bed method. The subject copy lies

flat as the scanner analyzes light reflected from tiny portions of its surface.

White paper reflects more light than printed copy, and the output signal varies

according14. The digital output signal is converted to a frequency modulated'

.

analog,Signal for transmission along standard telephone lines,
/ -

15
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In the receiving mode, the Rapifax 100 employs the,electrofax process
.

1

with a liquid toner. The specially coated paper is automatically cut frois a

460-foot roll.' Unattended reception capability reduces the staff time required

forooperation of this equipment.

Monthly'rental is $300.00. 4

The equipment was easy to operate, though library staff report that paper

jams occurred frequently.

The Rapifax 100 is marketed by Rapicom, Inc.

Cost comparisons of the QWIP 1200; the QWIP II, and the Rapifax 100

.. .

wer/made in 1979 by the 1ALINET Project staff and presented in TALINET.II,
R ort of Continuation Grant by the Graduate ScFiool of Librarianship and

a

Information Management at the University of Denver (see Appendix D).

I

. Slow-Scan Television.--The slow-scan television equipment consisted

. of a video camera and compressor to scan the copy and allow transmission over

voice grade telephone circuits, along with a video expander and television

tor ,

monitor to reproduce the image at the receiving end.

Resolution of tie television monitor, is set ,at 525 lines. The camera

may be focused on the entire page ofKopy ai, to increase readability, may be

set for closeups of individual portions of the copy.

Monthly rental is $960.00.

'This equipment does not provide hard copy.. The requesting patron must

be present at the time of transmission to obtain the required information.

Thzee persons are required for each transaction: the sender, the receiver,

and the patrOn.

16
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The slow-scan equipmentis marketed bAolorado Video, Inc.

Figure 5 shows which -libraries had wnit equipment- durilg Phase It
.1

can be-seen that not all-librar4s had all the equipment operational for any

protracted period of time so that "networking" was not possible throughout

Phase II.

.
.

The experiments placed no restrictionspn:the use of the equipment ;.
,

. :.

the libraries, 'el of_which naturally-had pre-existimg patterns for resource
. , .-

- , - .
. .

..
, .

. shaning, were not requested to

.

alter these, which, also may help to'explaim...
A

why libraries interpreted the requirethents of participation in_varying ways.

There was no central focus, no.point of control to help in directingthe flow

of transactions. ',These very different, and geographically widely dispersed

libraries, were-simplyoosely banded together in a free network.

Placement of the Equipment in Each Libary

Not all the 10 libraries had all.the equipmentosimultaneously; nor
A

did they a

\

I have the three kinds of equipment.. Five libraries -- Argonne,

. :

ookhaven, Oak Ridge, Lawrence Berkeley, and.NSF--did not have slow-scan .

television equpipment installed. The National Agricultural Library in Belts

and its D.C. Branch,Library, both of which ceased participation in DeceMber

1979, Aid receive slow-scan equipment,but it. as not operatiopal at Beltsville 16--
.

,.
'-., .

until the beOnning
11.

of August,
.

.and due to delays in telephone line,adjusEments,
14.

not til November in the Branch'. This left ERL Library, COE at. Vicksburg, and

COE a Fort telvoir with SSTV which Was operational ding virtually the whole

experi ent. Vicksburg reportedthat they seldom used sloW-scan TV because they

had di fiCulty in making it.walt and,because ssly do sn't accommodate a full

page o text.
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All libraries except the Department of Agriculture D.C. Branch LibrarI y

did have both conventional (QWIP) and rapid (Rapifax) telefacsimile equipment.

';However there were, significant delays in installing telefacsimile equipment in

three libraries (it was not operational until August 1979 in'NAL, the ORNL

Library, and NSF Library) and briefer periods when equipment could not be used

because it-was moved, broken, etc. at COE, Vicksburg,,at NAL, and at Ss.1SF.

Figure 3, an overall chart of equipment in use, presents this information in .

graphic form.

Within e ch library, too, the equipment was installed in varying locations:

/

some within view of patrons, some out of sight; some handy to the reference

desk, some in offices in the back; some near the serials stacks, some a distance

away; someAnext to the photocopying machine, some at a considerable distance.

Such "positioning" of equipment also played its role by affecting,ease of

.

operation, patron awareness, and staff attitudes, In the ERL Library, the

equipment was near the reference. desk where someone was always present to hear a

phone ring or see the results of a transmission.

In icksburg,)the QWIP and RAPIFAX were lo-tated in a room out of sight

of patrons and separate from th workiag area of the interlibrary loan

librarians.

In the small Fort,Delvo, library (one room, in size), the equipment was

in the. reference area, iq full view of patransand cloie to staff working areas.

In..Argonne, the- -eqiiii0ment w,as located fairly. near the key ope r.

-,
.

, .

In.OakRidge, the-,equipment:

adjacent to their desks, but far from the photocopier and out-of or sight'.of
.. .

a. , .?

the patrons.
I

,.

-,

cap

;VI)
'11n.

. /

very close to thesILL staff, in an area /

2133 .1
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In Brookhaven, the equipment was seve ooms-away from the desk,gf the

'key operator. Although near the photocopier, it was not near any desk where

people.could
.4

hear a phone ringing or see material being transmitted.

In Berkeley, the equipment was several rooms away from the deskof the
4

("'

operator. app some distance from the photocopier.

In the National Science Foundation, the library was all in one big room,

rather like the one at Fort Belvoir. However the telefqcs.imile equipment was-

screehedfrom patron view,, tucked away in the technical processing section.

In the NationalAgricuituraloilibrary, reference and patron areas are

on the first floor. The equipment, however, was all On the third floor in the

Lending Branch section.

inn the Agricultural Branch Library in D.C., the $STV was located within

' general reference and reading room. 0the ribr
1 '

ue in part to such probtems as 'equipment, installation, it is apparent

-4hat during Phase II, the faltering start that delayed the pilot stagel of the

experiment was repeated. Once again,the initial enthusiasm of participantswas

.dampened by mechanical delays and by renewed misunderstandings regarding eyti*

went placement and operation.

D. ,Promotional Efforts Directed to Patron Population

9
It appears that significant promotional effort was expended.during

Phase I, the erimental phase of the Project.. Leyman in his Preliminary

Analysis ofthe-Pilot Stage reports thk:

"All of the libraries made special efforts to announce the new
services very widely. Posters, memoranda handdistributed to all
employees, announcements in library bulletins, and features in agency



newsletters wereused. SOme of the libraries had installed the*equi'Pment
in areas'.of the facility that were open to the public, which further drew
the attention of patrons... Demonstrations were offered to interested
parties, and two of the.libraries.held sessions for a total of 160 or more
people at their respective sites."'

For Phase II, p omotional activities varied from library to library.

As far as the six libraries that had already participated in Phase I were

concerned, ERL Library continued to.promote the Project by contacting various

scientists and asking them to fill out SSTV interview forms indicating their,

potentihl interest in scanning bibliographies 'or journal contents in their

field of interest, and in the use of SSTV for courses orfor contacting col-

leagues at other locatiOns. From August 6 to October 2, 1979, 28 persons

. were contacted. Various demonstrations of SSTV equipment were held, and inter-

views were conducted. A totalof 241valuation sheets were filled out, some

in response to demonstrations during May (Phase I).and some during interviews.

Brookhaven, Berkeley, and Argonne did not Ilve SSTV. As far as we can tell,

they made no effort to promote the telefacsimile equipment fictively to their

patrons during Phase II.

The Corps of Engineers at Vicksburg told us that they made a big push

in Phase I to advertise the Project with flyers, news bulletins, and Open

.4
invitations to inspect .the equiliment,. Very few persons responded and the

library made no.further attempt to advertise during Phase II.

In Fort Belvoir, however, perhaps because the equipment was located

in full view of library, patrons, the staff continued to discuss the Project

with persons coming into the library.

As for the 'libraries which fOined the Project as newpa;ticipants for Phase

III, the Director of'the National Science Foundation Library told us that Jr did

not promote the'equipment. He said, "I could have drummed up a lot of business



(artificially) if I'd wanted to, but the idea was, use it if it were useable...

mostly it wasn't." He told us that interest at NSF was "nil."

In Oak Ridge, there was no advertising, the patrons were not aware of the

equipment, and unless a patron requested a RUSH document, the library did not

explain the Project and its uses to them.

The Director of the U.S.D.A. Technical Information Systems, National

Agricultural' Library, said that he gave much publicity to the Project. He said

people came to look at the equipment but that they didn't do anything with it.

The equipment was not accepted by his staff, and presumably, not promoted by

them. However, NAL is located'in Beltsville, Md., at some distance from the

USDA Administration downtown. Its Branch Library la/Washington did try to .

promote SSTV very heavily. They set up meetings to demonstrate its use, they

had questionnaires to be filled out, and they sent out 59 letters and made six

phone calls to patrons in order to promote their SSTV,equipment. They received

19 responses frqm patrons; 21 persons attend the four demonstrations of the

SSTV that were held durihg December 1979 and January 1980.

24
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SECTION'TV.

EVALUATION OF PHASE II

A. Procedures Followed for Evaluation

For the conduct of the-evaluation, Berner and CrOiitpany had proposed to

the Federal Libray Committee to carry out six general procedures. They are:

1. Site visits the federal libraries at the following locations: I

Argonne National Laboratory I

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Environmental Research Laboratories

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Oak Midge National Laboratory

--J
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (Vicksburg)!

ti

Coastal Engineering Research Center Library (Ft. Belvoir)

U.S.D.A. Technical Information Systems, National Agricultural

Library, Beltsville and its Branch' in Washington, D.C.

National Science Foundation t_

The purpose of the site visits was to inspect and discuss the extent

and potential applications of telefacsimile and slow-scan television,

and other interlibrary communication techniques at these agency

libraries.

2. Analysis-of (a) the cause of motivation of requests by originating

libraries, (b) the uses made of different types of materials

received, (c) the alternatives to incoming telefacsimile and/or

slow-scan television transmissions among. the reEipient libraries!

25
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1
3. Visits and/or discussions with (a) all memberi of the Ove ight

Committee, (b)
\
other experts suggested by.ndividual Committee

members, and (c) other-individuals.

-4*

4. The investigation of the use of slow-scan television in a training

situation, a pilot project to be conducted between ERG- Library
7

in Boulder and a participating library in the Washingt16n,

area to determine the feasibility of using slow-scan television as

11111"
a medium fo'r training in special techniques (e.g., cataloging and use

of OCLC).

5. Analysis, synthesis, and interpretation of the qualitative and

quantitative data and insights garnered via the foregoing steps

and the preparation of a report-covering (a) the existing and

near- and far-term uses of telefacsimile and, slow-scan television

.

in intei4ibtary communications, (b) the existing and potential

relationship of telefacsimile and slow-scan television to other

techniques And technologies such as COM and video cassettes, (c) the

technical-efficacy, advantages, and cost effectiveness e telefac-

'simile and slow-scan television as compared to conventional and other

avant-garde methods of interlibrary communication, (d) delineatibn of

- implications and recommendations with respect to .(1) the existing and

potentiatutility of telefacsimile and- slow -scan' television, and

othlr techniques and technologies in interlibrary communications,V)

the activities or programs necessary to make these utilities viable,

./
and (3) additional required or indicated studies in these areas.

Procedu7e of Site Visit.--Herner and Company visited ech participating

library within the network. The purpose of these visits was two-fold.



),

/1. To examine ea h site and record general information reglrding the

vt.

library, its mission, it staff, itt(facilitfes, and tlie Once of this experi-

ment within the library's environment.

2. To interview at each library the library direct r, the key individual

t

responsible for the Project, and the equipment operators according to an

interview protocol that both assured that the same designated topicsobe covered

at each site and\permitted open-e.nded questions that could lead to diicussion
1

and the free exchange of information and ideas.

A phone call was made to the 14rary director at each site, explaining

this purpose, requesting his` or hericooperation, and scheduling the-v visit. (

Follow-up letters were sent confirming the visits. Members of Hever a

Company who made those site visits were Lois Lunin, Marianne Moerman, and Nancy

Wright, They were extremely im ressed by the high degree of cooperation andP(1

friendli6ess which they received, as well as with the openness, hospitality, and

k

unhurried length of time each individual contributed to the on-site intervNy.

Visits were scheduled as' follows:

ERL, Boulder

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

COE, Fort Belvoir

Argonne National Laboratory

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

COE, Vicksburg

National Agricultural Library, Beltsville

National Science Fpundation

U.S.D.A. D.C1 Branch Library

o
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January 7-11, 1980

Yanuary 22, 1980

Januarys31, 1,980

February 4, 1980

February 6,.1980

February 7, 1980

February 14,. 1980

Mich 4, 1980

March 6, 1980

(Preliminary Visit
December 26, 1979)
March 14, 1980
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During the visits which lasted anywhere froth six Gerson -days at Boulder

to one day at most other. locations, three principal activities were carried

out: (1) conducting interviews with all personnel who participated in any

way on the Project; (2) noting the location of the equipment with respect

to the reading room, the stacks, the photocopy machine, the desk of the key

operator of the telefacsiniile and slow-scan television equipment, the general

activity and traffic near 'he telefacsimile equipment (that becomes important.

A

when messages or communications are to be sent on QMIP and someone must hear

the phone ring and answer it in order to receive the message that is to be

transmted); and (3) gathering the"transaction forms that had been completed

during Phase II. General discussions were held with the participating staff on

the role of telecommunications in the,libtary today and tomorrow, current

staffing, other library resources available in the c'dmmunity, and general-

interlibrary loan activities.

B. Site Visits
tO

In,general, discussions with staff members at the 10 libraries showed

general agreement among participants concerning several aspects of the Project.

Because of this consensus, the information is summarized and appears below

rather than in the description -of each participating library which will appear
o

directly after this summary.

Procedures Followed

> The project involved more paper work than the existing staffs felt

they could handle. By very nature, the equipment was labof

intensive, requiring either photocopying,prior to telefaxing or time

to set up and use-the slow-vcan television equipment.

284
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> Use af the transaction forms required for the conduct of the

-'study was also labor intensive.

Equipment

> All participants preferred the Rapifax to the QWIP because it was

faster to use, easier.to use, and made better copies.

> Although the iiibraries with. slow-scan television equipment found.
Ay

little use for the equipment, most of the librarians felt that in

theory, the equipment offered great potential,.

Networking,.

> Mqny participants felt tha
)t

the interaction of people was the

best part of the Project. If the Piloject worked well, they felt

it was because of the enthusiasm and cooperation of the parti-

ciOants.

> Many librarians commented that-it was helpful to learn for future

use the nature of the collections of other libraries.

The following paragraphs describe the parent organization', its library

V
(the Project participant), and offer some anecdotal information about activities

or opinions that seemed unique to that particular library.

Description of Library and Anecdotal Infliemption Obtained During Visit.--

1. The Environmental Research Laboratories Library, NOAA, is head-

quartered in Boulder, Colorado. In addition to NOAA's Environmental Research

Laboratories, the Boulder Laboratories contain portions of the National Bureau

of StandIrds and the National Telecommunications and Information AdministratiOn.

Fourteen buildings are located on a,200-acre site. NOAA also rents office J/



.

spate on the University of Colorado campus. The Environmental Research Labor-

latories conduct research on the .total environmental system, including the

oceans, atmosphere, and the near space.

The library s a professional staff of six, a *support staff of 14,

and holdings that include 40,000 books, 52,000 technical reports, 900 serial

titles, 21,000 titles on microfiche, as well as instruction manuals, working

. -
papers, and audiovisual materials. It covers a wide subje.t range: mathematics,

phygics, atmospheric physics, cryogenics, earth sciences, meteorology, plasma

and space physics, and radio. The Boulder Laboratories maintain the technical

library as a service to its scientific Staff in supporting the Laboratories'

esearch. d technical programs. The main library is lbcated in the Rapdio

Building with a branch in Research Building 3. It works in pdirtnerShip with
. 4,4

specialized information centers such as the National Geophysical and Solar-

Terrestrial Data Center, the Cryogenic Data Center, the Electromagnetic Meteor-

.1
ology Information Center, and the Joint Inititute for Laboratory Astrophysics

Data C enter.

Because the Project Director, Dr. Joan Maier, is also the 14,,rectorl

of the library, this particular library be6ame the headquarters of the P oject.

During the site visit and subsequently, the Project Dire was most helpful in

supplying copies of documents describing telefacsimile and telecommunications

studies and file copies of memos and other correspondence concerning the Project.

She.stated that administratively it was "great to have fax, for it speeds

communications, say i the use of formal channels, did is also good for a

library to use in sending documents." Regarding teleconferencing, she, feels

that if hard copy is not supplied as.a part of the system,-such conferenoing is

not useful. She added that the Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries and

N ) (

a
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libraries in the metropolitan Denver area would like to consider using'a. mini-

computer and fax for a serials sharing network.

Members of the library staff appeared to be well versed in the uses

of the equipment and to have positive feelings about the Project although most

recommended several changes in equipment design and funotion. One member

said that with the proper equipment, i.e., with improvements in [telefacsimile)

design so that the equipment photocopies and sendi in one step, federal libraries

can utilize each other and share resources. Two staff members commented that

they gained much knowledge about /the collections and services of participating;

librarie4, d they remarked th t such aiprogram could result faster service

if the responding library answered promptly. When asked if the ex rience

I

was worthwhile, o e member said "'yes' when everyone cooperated and' 'n6' when

they did not." A other staff member said that the ERL Library's. clientele did
1

.

not necessarily receive better service, that normal turnaround time was affected

because the library's 'regular procedures were revised to cooperate in the

Project, and that more staff had to be involved to use the telefax procedure.

Nevertheless, she felt that the Project was interesting and worth doing because

of its future possibilities.

Two young people,-the Project Assistant, and a-recent library school

graduate who assisted on,the P-roject,.were4most enthusiastic about its possi-

bilities. 'They conducted an active promotional campaign to make the researchers

inthe laboratories aware of the equiptent and its potential for use. They

placed posters in the halls in the building in Mn attempt to stimulate interest

in the Project; they held demonstrations of the equipment; and one later inter-

viewed the researchers wko saw those demOnstrations.
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FromFrom late ugust to October, 1979, she asked 24scientists to evaluate

slowscan television basechon the'demonstrations they 'saw. (She also ob-

tained
<

.tained iniormationVou the scientists' primary scientifiC interests, their

urrent projects, and their infOrmation needse) Most of the researchers'

comment's c cerned the possibluses of slow-scan television and suggestions

for improving the design or procedures. These comment§ appear in Secticin V

4 .

on possible uses of low-scan televisioh. In general, however, the scientists
. .

. .

_:1----'--
*

i

thought the equipment could be rased for conferencing, for previewing materials

to see if they should be'ordered, for taking courses, and for sharing graphic

information with colleagues. *so, researchers seemed interested in SSTV in the
I

..

abstraci, but at the time of the interview were unable to see'how it applied to
--- , A

.,

their programs, One researcher'said that S,STV would be useful at the beginning

. 'x -, ' ,,,t, 7
, of a'Prjecto Screen documents of possible applicability.

. 4., e
cl. ft

..4r-
,...

The White liouW Conference .on Libraries and Information Services was.,

.. .

,held during '` Plaase4I of.the Projeig and the ERL Library demonstrated- the use of

telencsimile by supp g infortWon to people attending the Conference. The

,

-6 !library also paiticipa d impthatepplIcIstions: teleconferencing in the

Cont inuing Library Educ tion Network and Exchange (CLENE) using SSTV in on-line
,

Literature'searching, apd\verifying Citations. t

)

t

During the period ofAPhase'.II of the Proje , the dibrary staff pre-

ferred-.the use of Rapifax to 9WIP and*actively used\the equipment for cor-

respondence, memos, and interlibrary loatp \\\

2. The Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Stati Technical Information

a.

Center, COE, is located near'Vicrsburg, Mississippi. . It s a professional

staff of 14 and ;a support staff ofAIT`. The library branch contains more than

225,000 items, including books, technica l reports, periodicals, reprints, and

a



three types of microforms. It is comparable to a large university library...,

capable of.supporting research at.the Doctoral level in engineering. The

collection serves the Water,gays Experiment Station (WES), as-well asthe four

ical Information Centers at WEST Soil Mechanics,
NN

__Department---Nof Defense Tec

4oncrete Technology, Hydra Engineering; and Pavemehts and Soil Traffic

ability. It is the central reli(rence source for the Corps of Engineers, which

serves the U.S. Army and is also the nation's principal water resources develop

ment agency. The collectiOn covers engineering and scienti c 'subject areas such

\.
as hydraulics, soil mechanics, concrete, weapons effects, mobility of vehicles,

environmental studies, explosive excavation, pavements, and geOlOgy.
v-a 4

'. .....-)

The patrons are researchers locat d thioughout a complex of laboratories
.0INNIMITO

and offices scattered r 05 acres of ground. These include a hydraulic

laboratory, a geotechni al laboratory, a structures laboratory, and an en

vironmenta

1

laboratory. WES employs 1400 civilians and 35 military personnel.

Rapifax was the preferred equipment, though QWIP was found useful

occasionally to send an ILL form or other lr,message. QWIP could be used to

communicate with other libraries not in the Proje (e.g., Mississippi State

University Engineering School) but useful tothe'Iibra, However, the machine

is.slow and clumsy in receiving, clumsy for handling quant t , and, although it

is less expensive than. Rapifax, it is more time consuming.

The staff liked the Rapifax and:used it a great deal. They cited examples

when it was particularly useful., In one-instance an engineer needed an article

4

in a hurry. Victieurg telefaxed the message to one participating library which,

faxed back that they didn't have the item. The request then went to Argonne

where thl article w.1 faxed back within two days. The library stated, "While it

is good for routine requests, it is excellent for timecrunch items."
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In anotfler example, the head of the Station was planning a trip to the

People's Republic of Chita, He was going first to Washington, D.C. and then to

China. He wanted a recent Fortune article but was leaving in six hours. When

he asked the library to help, they phoned Boulder with the request. Boulder

found it, sent it by Rapifax, and the article arrived three hours after the

requestlwas made.

\' -

Silow-Scan didn't work for them. The library felt that users at'this
A

stationiwant hard copy. They want to take'it with them to their offices which

sometimes are 2 to 3 miles away. While SSTV is good4n theory, the engineers won't

come down and "preview" anything. They would rather get the article, screen it,

1'and throw it away if it's not relevant, SSTV won't work in this setting.

at,

Vicksburg did, however, use SSTV fOr one teleconference with an engineer

. Belvoir totiew a funding document and talk on the telephone. However it

was said that SSTV would be better if you could get a moving face; the freeze

frame is cold and impersonal."

.

1

3., The Coastal Engineering Research Center Library, COE, at Fort Belvoir,
I

Virginia, is located on the third floor of the building that houses the scien-

tilts.and researchers who are its patrons. It is a small library with two
\

' .
.

professional and three support staff; it has 5,000 books, 300 serials.subsciip-
\ it,-------

tionsy and 20,000 technical reports. The collection specializes in coastal
Y ,Z

engineering, hydraulics, shore protection, coastal, flood control, model studies,

beach erosion, coastal ecology, and navigation.

/

Vor our visit an arrangement had been made for the ERL Library to

transmit over slow-scan television the printed results of a National Technical
. -

Information Service (NTIS) search, Bennie Maddox had asked for ERL's Assistance

in structuring that particular search, and was very pleased to receive this

/
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help. The demonstration i lustrates one possible` use of slow-scan televisipm,

that of explaining or directing training from:one Ibcation in the'country to

another--the transportation of expertise via telecomTunications where visual

41

elements not recorded on paper'can be viewed and discussed.

'In talking about the slow -scan, elevision, it wasnoted that one-can't

talk, on the telephone whit a new page is being transmitted onto the screen and

that this, limitati I:Mel-fere with good communication.'

i

1 li
.

Dennis Bird, head (ill the scientific and technical; information ivision,
I

, 1

came to talk toward the end Ofthe visit to discuss the (pos4ti ential he

i
sees for slow-scan television: His comments are' incorporated in Section V.

4. The Argonne ationartaboratory, Technical Information Department,

DOE, in Argonne, Illi is, a large library with 17 professional and21

1

support' staff. It ubscribes to 2200 journals and has' holdings-of 155,000-

volumes and '60,000 unclassified reports. Special oollections 'include AEC, ERDA,

and fortqzn reports don nuclear science and eYngineering. 'The subject areas-of

the collection are nuclear science and engineering, physics, mathematics,
No.

chemistry, biological sciences, materials science, and energy and environmental

t4 ,. 4

sciences: Its Otrons.are researchers in science and ngineering.

..'%

. 1

At Argonne there is a main library and several branch libraries. If

one of the branch libraries requests a document, that request comes to the
/

4

main librry via interoffice mail; one Tay is required to get the -request -,

* from,the`tranch to the main library.

Three.coneracCors administer-Argonne National Laboratory: University

of Chicago, Argonne Universities Association, and Depafiment if Energy. . They

operate and carry out programs o f the oldAtomic Energy Commissiot (AEC).

c

4
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The person'who had been in charge of the Project, at Argonne had died
4he s.1

day before our'site visit. Beteuse the Head Reference Librarian was familiar

with the Project and had participated in it, most of the site visit time was

spent with him. (

In discussing the procedures involved in this Project, Argonne librarians
_ .

felt that the. .Project required a lot,of paper work as did., eeveral other librar,-

fans at other locations. Time' was requiSred on two counts: first, to keet)2p2

transac.tion forms, and next, to transmit a copy. To send a copy of an article,
4

someone first, had to'make a photocopy. For a long journal article it is'faster

for library staff to make a copy and put it in an etmelope to mail than to -feed

the pages one by one into the- telecommunications devices.

A aIt was felt that telefacsimile equipment willilmOrcbut no matter
CP

what the improvements, people will still have to make a commitment to resource

shsring.

In spite of all the problems, Argonne felt that the Project is a great

. ,e
idea. Much needed information was found in the other libraries: It was suggested

t:'

that an electronic'seYials list would be a furOeil improvement in service. In
.

. ,
_.,

' Phase I, all EPA librarie/s had union list pf serials from 1917; in luded were

EPA, FDA, NASA,11BS',.HOAA, and TrademaKk Office.
0

When asked What ground rules were followed in making, requests, i.e., what

.
determined whether Argonne requested material-from the University of Chicago -and

the-,Univereityki Illinois -at Urbana or through the Project, Argonne said that
,...,_

.

they ordered items through the Project if the Information was needed: in a
% "ill.

urry.

Also,-the selection of library depended on the subject of, the request; if the
.

'.... ' ,-
. t

'request involved a difficult biological,qtiestion,'for example, then thaCiequeat
,

/
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went to the ,National Agricultural Library. If Argonne' was not in a hurry, and

if the request was not unusual, Argonne followed its usual procedure for inter-

library loans and used one of the nearby resources.

5. The Brookhaven National Laboratory Research Library, DOE, is similar

in snopero Argonne. Located-near the center of Long Island in Upton, New York,

the facility which was formerly wider the Atomic Energy Commission is now

.

operated by the Associated Universities, Inc. Thirty-five hundred people work

en site,,of whom 1500 are, scientists who do research in physics, biology,

medicine, engineering, environment, and energy. The collection cover ph ics,

chemistry, matheilatics, biology, medicine, nuclear engineering, instrumentation,

and health. The library has six professional and six support staff. The library

conducts much of its interlibrary loan activity with SUNY at Stony Brook, Long

*island.*

At Brookhaven, the telefacsimile equipment was used mostly to send

and receive memos, correspondence, and information for interlibrary loans.

They did not have slow-scan television equipment in Phase II.

There was one problem with QWIP: If there trouble with the machine at

the beginning of a transmission- -such as paper getting wrinkled--you can't let

the receiver know; you must go through the whole process because there is no

abort button.

The library rioted Several difficulties encountered in this Project.

While staff members felt that telefacsimile is terrific for offices and for the) :

private sector, they felt, that it is less useful in a,library. In interlibrary

ipani the two-step process- (photocopying`an article and then feeding,the photo-

copy through the facsimiletmachine) imposes a burden, which is felt especially

37
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in the time of itaff cuts. At Brookhaven a policy was estabrished that an

.article mite than 10 pages'in length (later, five pages) was photocopied and

then sent by mail, not by Rapifax.

The staff stated that at Brookhaven interlibrary loan requests we're
.

sometimes delayed because a copy of the request goes,fiist to the branch, library;

the branch library makes a copy of the desired article; the copy is then sent

by.messenger to the
.

main library,and sometimes there is additional delay before
=fp

the main library sends it by telefacsimile to the requester. They suggested
/ .

hat the Project Aight tflave worked better if the libraries in the PrOject had

t
been smaller, if the libraries had had more staff, or if there had been more

special libraries participating.

6. The Lawrence BeUeley Laboratory, DOE, formerly was part of the

A.E.C. The laboratory, located near the main campu's of the UniverSity of

California at Berkeley, is part of the 'University of California in the,sense

'that the Regents of the.University of California have the contract to "run the

laboratory." The library has a professional staff of 14 and support staff of

15. There are three branch libraries; a courier travels between them two to
"IF

three times a week. If material is requested from one library, then that

library makes a copy and-either puts it in the local mail for the courier to

take to the main library or puns it into the U.S. mail. The library subscribes

to 1080 journals, and has,holdings of 22,800 books, 16,000 bound periodical`

volumes, and 61,000 titles of unbound reports.

The subject areas covered by-the collection include energy and_ environ

ment, earth sciences, nuclear science, electronics, physics, mathematics and

411

computer sciences, biology and medicine, chemical biodynamice materials and
.

Tolecular research, accelerator and.fusion research, and mechanical engineering.

Its'parrons are researchers.
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The equipti---iiL:sawrence Berkeley (Rapifax and QWIP) is located in a

-broom at some distance both from the desk of the person who operates the

equipment and from the photocopying machine. The staff mentioned that the

equipment is not compatible with other telefacsimile equipment such as the 3M

9600. However, they felt that Rapifax was useful to request documents, and

even if the documents had to be sent to them Hy mail, that Rap ;fax was also

useful to confirm that material would indeed be sent. The staff were concerned

about the amount of paper work associated' with the Project, and some questioned

hether it was worth the effort and cost in machinery and staff time. During

the Project, Lawrence. Berkeley conducted a RECON search of material' at Oak

Ridge, using a slave terminal. Editorial processing activity also occurred

between'Lawrence Berkeley and Oak Ridge

7. 'The -Gage Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), DOE. The Laboratory

occupies 2900 acres near Oak Ridge, Tennessee and is oVerated.for the U.S."

Departint of Energy hy,Union Cahide Corporation's Nuclear Division.

ORNL de?tribes itself as 'a national energy' laboratory; it has a staff

-

-of 5800. Its mission
$is

the development of safe, economic, and environmentally

acceptable technologies for the-production and use of energy. Its efforts are

. concentrated in.four areas: nuclear (fsion) energy development; physicalfsci-
.

ences research; biomedical and environmental research; and magneticfusion energy

development. There are ills° new programs in conservation and fossil energy.

The Library System is in the InfOrmation Division of the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory. Its objective is to support current research and develop-.,

- _

ment at.fhe LabOratory by providing scientific and technical materials- and

information services. To achieve'this objective the Library System offers

.technical services and draws on the unique collections and services of the four

1



I,
libraries constituting the interdependent system. The Library System's combined

\

coll4tionelTiTiude: 250,000 specialized books and journals, 800,000 technical

reports, 4000 scientific and technical current journal subscriptions, 125

\

scientific - technical abstracting and indexing services, 95 commercially available

computerized data bases, and the UCC-ND videotape collection.

The Central Research Library is located in the X-I0 plant, and i the

largest library in the ORNL system, supporting the Laboratory's scien ific .

Aforts through its broad scope of scientific and technical-material The

Fusion Energy Library (Building 9201-2 in X -12) is a highly special zed collec-

tion, primarily serving the Fusion Energy Division. Special emphasis is placed

on report literature from plasma physics laboratories. The Biology Library

/

(Building 9207, X-12) serves not onlythe Biology Division but supports other

I4 laboratory research prOjects,titrough an extensive collection of biological,

toxicological, mutagenic, carcinogenic, environmental and health-related materials.

The Technical Library (Building 9,711-1, X=12) serves the EngineeringTechneleOgi

Division, especially the Nuclear Safety Envionmental Center. It specializes in

engipeering and management materials.

For interlibrary loan, ORNL uses the TWX to request andthe mail to

receive books and journal articles, They recently began to use the OCLC sub-
/

system, and prefer it, since with TWX, the receiving library may stack a request

for'several days before retrieving the item, whereas, with OCLC, the response

occurs right away. ORNL got the OCLC-subsystem last April on a trial basis;, by

JUne or July they were operational. Using their OCLC terminal, they can key in ,

the title or author, then get the OCLC number, and then verify the desired,

citation. Next, 'they key in a code to request the location of the desired item

and the system locates the citation. The system allows a selaction_of up to

40
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1

Xa

five locations to which the request.can be sent; the request is sent auto-

matically.imatically. They can also ask for a work form 'in order to request a journal

article. Because there are no serial holdingi in OCLC, it is necessary first to

check with the Union List of Serials or some other source to determinelocations;

they can then fill in the journal article information on the work sheet and

request -the selected locations in OCLC. The first library has three days in

which to reply; to ssy. "yes"it will send, or "no" it won't send., If "no," the

A

request goes automatically to the next library selected. If that one can't

supply the request, it may say it cannot, opt it may say that it will supply the

material later. The five libraries can be reached in.a maximum of 15 days.

The library felt more enthusiastic about their use of .00LC and its advantages

over the old-TWX and mail system than Oley did about the .Project.
d

. ,

4
Conderding the telefacsimilp equipment, the staff did not like the

QWIP for several reasons, namely, because it is more time consuming to use, its

resolution is poor, it does not hold paper well, and the small print in some

journals reproduces very poorly. The staff, however, did have an inteirsting

story Eo tell about the use of QWIP/just before the -Rapifax was installed.

A scientist was doing some workin-California. He needed to send some

data to Oak Ridge before he returned there. He, found a QWIP II-machine at an

Exxon or Standard Oil installation. He-transmitted his data quickly to Oak

Ridge where it was fed into the computer; results were obtained, which were then

transmitted to him so that he could know how4to adjust his experiment in Califor-

nia and run it again before returning to Qak Ridge. He was very-pleased with

the speed of the responie.

As for the ,Rapifax, the people operating the equipment felt that the

real problem occurs when there are multiple pages to send. The automatic feed

did not work on.tbe equipment. This was the case for all the participants in
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the Project, and all cdmmented on it. The Oak Ridge operators said that if they

have 60 articles to transmit in one day, they c'an't stand at the machine and

feed it, all the time ;-the result is that with many articles, the library responds

by mail because it is easier on the staff. There is no problem with the automatic

. .

arrival of requests -, only with automatic sending.

Oak Ridge, as other libraries in this Project, sometimes had to 'obtain

a requested document from a branch library: Usually the request was filled and

mailed by that branch unless the, requester spec- ifically asked for Rapifax

transmission. In that case, the branch library put the copy on a two-times/week

pick-up truck that took the document to the main library which would then send
(,)

it by Rapifax to the requesting library..

When asked whether their users were aware of the experiment and the

equipment, the staff replied that the .patro#s were not aware of this Project.

'There was no advertising-of ih6 Project at Oak Ridge. Unless the patron re-

quested RUSH5 the library did not explain the project. If it was a RUSH request,

the staff used the Project's facilities and sometimes told the user'. If users

received something very quickly, they often asked how it arrived and then would

be told of the Project.

8. The National Agricultural Library, Technical Information Systems,

Science an Education Administration, U.S.D.A. is located in Beltsville, Maryland,

and occupies its own 13-story building. It has three branch libraries: the

D.C. Branch and the Law Library are adjacent to each other in the,eepartment's South

Building on Independence Avenue and 14th Street; the National Arboretum Branch

Library is.located in the Arboretum Administration in Northeast Washington.

'Twelve field libraries arc lccated nationwide.
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The Library describes itself as, serving the Department personnel, the

worldwide agricultural community, other federal government agencies, land-grant

universities.',-"and they general public. The collection consists privily of

books and journals. It covers all aspects of agriculture~ technical agri-

ze

,culture, farming, veterinary science, entomology, botanyi.chemistry, soil

science, food and nutrition, agricultural products,.rval' sociology, and

economics, statutes and laws pertaining to agriculture. Tsupport the work

of the Department of Agriculture, the Library also collectsmaterial in physics,

biology, natural history, wildlife, ecology and pollution, enetics, natural,

resources, energy, meteorology, and fisheries.

The Library's staff includes SO professionals and 114 support personyel.

V
Collection materials e acquired4in all major languages, particularly

Romance, Germanic, Sravic, and fiental language groups. The Library also

maintains a collection of historical books and manuscripts, with particufar

strength in botany, natural history, zoology, and entomology. Its Holdings

include 1,548,028 volumes, 10,000 microforms, report's;and maps, ,and 20,000

journals and newspaper titles.

The Lending Branch operates an extens'ive document delivery service in

4

4

response to job-related requests to all Department employees. Books are loaned,

journal articles are photocopied. Within provisions,of.the National Inter-

library Loan Code, books are lqaned to other libraries, and orders for photo-

copies or microfilm are accepted.

Discussions were held with three people at NAL: the Administrator of the

Technical- Information Systems, and the heads of the Lending Branch and the
r

' Utilization Section.
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The Adiminiitrator found theequipment-"intriguing," and stated that tie

library made some net contacts with other libraries in the Project. However, he

00110 ,

assumed that alter the completion of the Project,-the library will return to its

conventional_ interlibrary loan methods.

When new equipment is introduced, the most important consideration is its

1
acceptance by staff. If the equipment is not accepted by staff, then it is

useless. In this particular library situation, the equipment--its use, not'it's

location--:got in the way of the people doing the work; they did not see the use

411,of the equipment as.a short cut: To them, its use meant that they had to jearn

new procedures, deviating from the ones they had been following previously. As

a result, they avoided using the equipment. It was indicated that "there is

nothing wrong with the machines but, set in this kind of large, bureaucratic

establishment with an established order, people don't change easily. And if you.-

insist and.upset the people, production falls."'production is important at NAL

where photocopy requests reach 128,000 annually and everyone has deadlines to

meet. One more factor complicated this situation: the major planner of the

Project retired in August, 1979, just when Pfi-ase II begaq:
boe.,

It was felt that slow-scan television could be ideal in a laboratory

sitmation,,for example, to show specimens. Despite publicity, the Staff did not /

"warm up'2 tthat equipment. The early retirement of the than who planned the
. .

Project may have had something to do with its lack of acceptance.

Three professional positions were vacant in the Lending Branch in NA1., and

no technical staff was available for the Project. There was concern about-bow

AO,

the Project could: fit into NAL's volume of work and into their assembly libe.

Tne depprtment has a heavy workload .(this is tl-e unit responsible for all

photocopying); processing begins at 10 a.m. and later-arriving retuests

44
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requiring telefacsimile transmission make a negative impact on the production

schedule. To NAL, the project was a thorn.in the flesh.

(7-
It was stated that the present technology is inefficient for an operation

4

the size of NAL. Even with improvements in the technology, the process itself

Aoesn'ereduce the workload. In this project, "you are constrained.into a
ft

network that .may not-best serve your purposetryou have to use libraries, that you

wouldn't go to as your first choice." In effect, the telefacsimile equipment at

waswas reduced to being used as a TWX. A request was received, the-document-
.

was retrieved, and then the 'photocopy was sent via normal Channels. It was felt

thatsuch equipment would be helpful to small libraries with less resources,

-like Fort Belvoir. If funds were.no object, the equipment might be retained

for emergency or scientific use.

14, - -
Others thought the slow-scan TV would be useful for cOnferencing and that

Rapifax would be good for handling itets. in an emergency. Those involved inNthe

original .planning of NAL'e participation had thought the Project would be

helpful to smaller libraries, huthad been concerned about the impact of the

Project where theraWas a great volume of'work, as-in the case tf NAL.

9

9. The U.S.D.A. B.C. Branch Library is located in the Department of '

Agriculture iBuilding'n downtown Washington, D.C. The subject emphasis is
,

agricuitural.economics, developing countries, personnel, and trail!, direcilories--

nothing related to scientific and technical information.

0

4

Conversations were held with the Acting Chierof Operations and the

Reference.Librarian.
0

The library did not have telefacsimile equipment, Fut did have slow-scan

television which was operational for approximately one month -- December, 1979.'



I H rner and Company's first, site visit.-
_ ,

The library experienced problems in the installation of the equipment. The

staff said they needed a special jack -for the phone and they had to wait two

months for it to be installed so- that the SSTV became operational just shortly,

be ore it wit removed. The first demonstration they gave was held the day before

The D.C. Branch Library is lpiles from Beltsville. NAL constantly

transfers materials to the D.C. Branch. The advantage of the WTV is that the
At,

material does not alw s need to be.charged out. The disadvantage is that a

person is needed to rate the - equipment. The staff liked the SSTV and.the

potential-of what' it can offer. One s rtcoming they mentioned is that SSTV

SSdoesn't show action; S V will show only still pictures. However, a series of

actiohs can be shown by a series of'photos,in "rapid" succession.

They cited an example of the use of SSTV. On November 1, they received A

call from a firm in Canfield, Pennsylvania, which learned that the D.C. Branch

Library,had SSTV. When the head of the Branch Library needed to 'be in Harrisburg,

he ,took with him a ideotape to 4how SSTV. This videotape had been created by

two people at ERL Library at the request of a member of NAL. 'the Pennsylvania

. fine was interested in using this lechnalogyson behalf of a client Reading

whose company had_an office in New York City. A women's apparel firm, the

company manufactured feotards.and wanted to show them to their outlet in -New

York without having to travel.

was suggested that you could use this equipment for shopping; Montgomery

Ward, for exam e, could have pictures of merchandise on Microfiche; the consumer

could then selett the item desired from t.he photo displayed on SSTV.

The libra y felt that good twoWay communication is needed between the
,--,.....

sender and the receiver so that the sender will know, for example, if the

requester has indeed received the information.
/

, ,
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At the D.C. Branch Library, SSTV was used for demonstrations only,

for example, to show abstracts,.photographs in journal articles, parts'of an

article. "But no one was interested. They all want something in their hands."

4

Thq-t4ba4.41,ipment problems during demonstrations which delayed transmis-

sion:--- "You say this will work fast, then the demonstration is slow and it turns

people away. II-thojah the equipment ,is 'simple to use, and you'can focus it

easily, this'not a quick way to transmit ideas."

it was suggested that ifthere wgte patrons who need thi's servL often,

perha'ps they\could use it themselves. However, since the requester needs a

, pqrson with-a document at the other end, additional staff is needed Oren to

telebrowse.

The-two library staff members interviewed liked ifTW. -One commented that

it,,could be used together with telephone "call director" equipment into which

any phone c n-be-connecra. "With SSTV," he suggested, "you can see the picture,

the people. Add the names in front of them at a table, then talk by phone.-"

/

e salrhat this library promoted "the heck out of it," set up meetings

to demonstrate its use, and wanted to use it with NAL in Beltsville, but 'that

the people there didn't have enough time to operate the equipment. He add

that lib cries wil.1 have to transmit information electronically in the future,

and he rec

a
. and systems.

ends t libraries continue to look at' new and innovative equipment
ma.

CI)One good thing came of their use of SSTV, hesai,. They built a special

area in the'library for meetings and the experiment helped theta figure,out<

to design that room.

47
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He thought SSTV was an exciting'idea at first and was disappointed that

it d It turn out that way when they tried to stage their demonstrations.

He suggested an Act of 'Congress to provide funds for federal libraries and

thereby increase their service potential, especially' with more outreach to other:

groups such as national farmers groups.
a

10. The National Science Foundation is located on G Street in Washington,

D.C. and on 5200 Wisconsin Avenue near the District line (WashingtoihMaryland

border). About 1200 people work in NSF. The library serves people, within

the ency rms interlibrary loan services. It contains a smal i4ef-

/
ence col+bctiOn of 17,000 books, 350 bound periodical volumes,and skscriptions

4

to 600 journals. There is a professional staff of three and support staff of

two-

a

a
'Discussions were, held with the director of the library who is Privacy

Officer and. Records and Reports Officer and with two librarianS. The NSF
A

*library does not need to be lar because it is located in the midst of rich

resources with easy access to the Library of Congress and libraries at George

Washington University,.the Department of Ole Interior, and the Office of Manage-

`7
ment and Budget. Anything the library needs, therefore, is close by. Scientists

often go to George Washington University themselves rather than.asking the
se.

library to obtain materials for them.

The library uses OCLC for cataloging and it rgetting'access to Lockheed

date bases. 'NSF library has an indefinite loan period. They keep only general .

reference books in the library. They buy books or journals for scientists who

can keep thoie materials on permanent loan. If someone else wants a book, the

library bovIws it from that scientist.

1
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Like-the D.C. BranchLibrary of NAL, NSF experienced' delay in the instal-
.

lation of the equipment. For two months of the Project, the Rapifax was not in

use because the phone company had disconnected the equipment; a coupler which

was not voice-loaded was involved and that change required a new requisition.

They did not "force" the use of telefacsimile equipment..., This is not

because NSF is not used to having telecopiers. When the library was located on

K Street, it got its first telecopter. The National Science Foundation is

directed by The Science Board whose members come to NSF about two times a month;

some members have telecopiers in their offices for communication. The present

branch office on Wisconsin Avenue has a telecopier which it has been using for .

six or eight years. Once someone sent a 60-page proposal on the telecopier.
AS%

fl

The mail room of NSF presently has Xerox telecommunications equipment.
ti

If this library were-not centrally located, telefacsimile would be the

d'.
wayfor it to to:. There have been times when

.

the library could not have func-
-

e °
tionecrwithout a telecopier, which has been used for administrative communications!

One full-time person would be needed to hIndle telefacsimile in an o oing

.

project because Of the"pbotocopying which is required, as a first tep in the.

, process.
t. .t..;,. .

,ji.. SSTV might be useful fli- conferences-so that people can see each other.' 1

.
o . ."

Va

6 i
0

I
IijOU10 rso Ae useful to show things such as merchandise. SSTV equipment.
, .
at i5iluPas116cAted in"the office oftDr. Richard Lee;-this equipment., however,

''.was lot tart of the Project no'r tompatible with it.
t t ,

.

/ , i

a

1.

.

a.
j
4

4.
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C. Conduct and Analysis orInierviews and DiSc.ussinns with Library Personnel
at Participating Libraries . ,

Interviews with library personnel at each orthe participating libraries

were conducted towards the close of Phas*II. A.member.of the evaluation team

'''

acted as the interviewer and, as stated previously,'madea personal visit to each

.

location. Library staff gave the interviewers) a tour of the library, taking
sl..

0
_ ,

.

guthem to each department, introducing
.

the tm o their colleaes, TOinting dut
... , ..

where the equipment was placed for use iethe experiment, often demonstrating- .

- . .

,
, . ...._ -

the equipment, and devoting a great deal of time and attention to,their visitors/
_

0

To ensure comparable and quantifiable responses, an interview guideo eloped- -..-

during the planpi phase of the study, was followed,(see Appendix C). Individual
A°

private interviews were conducted, according-to the interview protocol, with the

library director at each location, With any librarians and-lih'nary technicians

0 .

who were involved in, the Project, and with all clerica personnel who bperad

the eqtlipment.
9

: An averageof four persons per library were interviewed, for a total

of )8 persons. The questions and discussion cO4.7ered the use of the equipment,

its *ration, its staffing, its advantages 'disadvantages; and the uses

to which "it was, put; ideas for improvement of the equipment and its use; relation-
.

ship with the other *articipent network libraries; services provided to patrons;

and Ne- effects of the experience on service.

q

"IP
Although the seam queestions were asked:Of all participants, it became.

clear that their regponses were not in- fact strictly comparable because of
,. . .

differences in equipment deployment,
111

installation dilays, leverof promotion,

did the like, that caused the nature and extent of certain libraries' paiticiTe7,

.\

.

,0
/

4 .

.
tion to vary widely. For instance, all participants were ask d-questions i

relating to three types of equipment, but pnly three libraries had operational

50'
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slowscan television equipment for the duration of4Thase II. Although the

overwhelming preference for rapid telefax equipment expressed itr the response to

Q.10 is probably an accurate indication of the merit of.dris equipment for '

t library uses (further indicated by the number of transactions that utilized this

equipmpnt in preference' to other equipment), it dust be rettlembe'red that some

. . tii .
.

. - .

respondents were comparing rapid telefax only to conventional telefax, While
°

7-. ,

other rqspondents -were comparing rapid telefax to conventional telefax and

. .

slowican television. Nevertheless, interview flndings are tabulated
). ..,..

.,

followed by a brief analysis of certain responses.

I

I
t

pn

Table 2



;able 2*

TABULATION,OF'INTERVIEW FINDINGS
WITH LIBRARY PERSONNEL

Q 3. Position Title of Interviewee

Q.

Head of Library
Librarian'
Technical Assistant
Clerical Personnel

11
11

11

5

38

Which Equipment Have You Personally (*rated?

Slow-Scan TeleviAion
Rapid Telefax
Conventional Telefax

17

21

22

60*

7. How Often Do You Use the Equipment?

SSTV'; 1-50times per week 1

SSTV, 1-5 times per month 6

Rapid Telefax, 2-5 times per day 4

1:4. Rapid Telefax, 1-5 times per week 9

Rapid ,Telefax, 1-5 times per month 4

Conventional Telefax, 1-5 times per w
°Conventional Telefax, 1-5 times per.m

Q. 8. Are You the Key Operator?

Yes- 11.rrt
No

38

5

lOv

Q..9. 'Do You Train Other Staff Membees on the Tquipment9

Yes

No

Not applicable/No answer

4

*Multipte responses permissible

4'

52

6

23 .

9

38



. 10. Which Equipment Do You Prefer to Use and, Why?

Slow-Scan Television 0

Rapid Telefax 30

. Faster 15

Easier to use 9

No monitoring /phoning 7

Clearer copy 6

Generally puperior 5

More reliable 2

No odor 1

Staff prefers it
46*

Conventional'Tefefax 0

Not applicable/No answer 8

Q II. What Times 54 the Day Seem More Efficient to Use the Equipment?

Slow-Scan Television
Before 8:00am
Before 10:00am
1:00-2:00pm
3:00-4:,00pm

8:OOam- 2:OOpm

8:60am-4:30pm

2

1

1

1

1

1

Not applicable/No answer 7 32

39*

Rapid Telefax S

7;00-9:00am% 4

9:0b-I0:00am 3

1:00-3:00pm 5

2:00-5:00pm 5

8:001m-2:00pM 1

8:0am-12:00pm 1 t-
8:30am-5:00pm 1

10:00am-2:00pm 1
11:00am-2:00pm 1

Late Evening 2

Not applicable/No answer 16

40*

.Conventional Telefax'

7:00-9:00am 2

10:00-11:00am' 4

1:00-2:00pm 1

3:00-4:00pm 2 S

8:OOam- 2:OOpm

8:3Oam-5400pm

2

2
a

11:00am-2:00pm 1

Not applicable/No answer

*Multiple respoole permissible

53

25

39*



Q. 12. What Times Seemed Least Efficient?**

Early Morning 2 r-%

8:303m-12:00pm 3.

9:00am-1:00p, 1

Mid-day . 2

10:00'.am-3:00pm 4

11:OOam- 2:OOpm 2

.3:00pm-5:00pm 3

Late afternoon 3

Q. 13. Have You Used the Automatic Features of the Rapid Telefax?

Yes -- 14

No,,
,---'7

7

Not appt icable 17

38

Q. 14. What Improvements in Design Would You'Recommend?**

4

ti

SSTV

Too slow
Trans it whole page
Not 'app cable to libraries
Too big
Better imager lution 2

Improve the plugs , 2

Add rotating monitor 1

Needs memory 1

Add hard copy option 1

4
3

2

Rapid telefax
Eliminate xeroxing 7

Improve automatic feed 6

Better image needed' 6

Too slow 2

Improve multiple copying 1

Unreliable/bad service

Conventional Telefax '

Better image resolution 9'

iNoisy and smelly 6

Too'slow 5

Lmprove paper clamp
Eliminate xeroxing 2

Too slow to load 1

Add automatic feed 1

Needs better paper 1

*Multiple response permissible
**Response not required

.r

19*

23

)
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Q. 15. Do You Feel That Your Contact with Other Libraries Has:

Increased 22

Decreased 0

Rmained the same 12

Fluctuates 1

Not applicable/No response 3

38

Q. 16. If Increased, Do You Believe That This Has Resulted in Better Service?

Yes 17

No4p , 5

22

'Q. 17. If Decreapied, Why?

No responses in this category

Q 18. Do You Expect to Continue Interlibrary Loan Transactions With The
Participating Libraries at a Level Equal to or Greater Than During the
Project?

Yes 15

No 10

Don't knOw. 10

Not applicable/No answer 3

38

If "No," Why?

Will return to regu)ar channels 4

Lack of equipment / 3

Has placed too'great a load on
some participants

Project has created false p rns

1

No response . 1

10

19. What Uses Besides Document Delivery Did Your Library Make of:

a

',

SSTV .

Teleconferencing
Training
Online literature searching
Other..demonstrations

memos /correspondence .'

telebrowiing

Rapid Telefax 3.

Teleconferencing
Training
Online literature searching
Other demonstrations
memos/correspondence.

6

3

3

9

'2

. 2

. ,

1

2

4
1

12

25*
.

20*
.

*Multiple respopse Permiasi
55 73
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e Q. 19. continued

Conventional T*Iefax
Teleconferencing 4

Training 1

Online literature searching 2
Other demonstrations 2

-memos/correspondence 3

-data transmission 1

Not'applicable/No answer

13*_I

40

13

Q. 20. If Funds Were No Object, Would You Recommend that the Library Retain:

Slow-Scan TV 6

Rapid Telefax 28

Conventional Telefax 11*

Q. 21. (For Library Directors) Do You Plan to Budget For:

S ,Iow -Scan TV

/ Yes

No,

Not applicable/No answer

0

9

2

Rapid Telefax
Yes 5

No 3

Not applicable /No answer 3

Conventional Telefax
Yes 1

No 7

Not applicable/No answer 3

Other Narrow-Band Equipment, l
Yes , 0

No 3

"Interested" 1

Not applicable/No answer 7

Give the Reasons Behind Your Decision

Recommended by staff 1
t.

4,
Not accepted by staff- 1

Similar equipmentavailable elsewhere 2

Not justified by level of use 1

Speeds communication-
(conventional telefax) transportable,

easy to maintain -1

*Multiple response permissible
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Q. 22. Have You Shared the Equipment with Otber Elements in Your Agency?

.

Yes 11

No 21

Not applicable /No answer 6

38

If Yes, Cite Examples

Scientists sent material to Washington 3

Rush Correspondence 1

When other branch's equipment was
broken 1

Demonstration for computer dept. 1

Used for contractors 1%41

Examples unclear 4

Q. '23.. Have You Extended Service to Researchers Not Sponsored lax Any of the
Agencies Supporting.the Participant Libraries?

Q. 24.

fr.

Yes 5

No -* 30

Not applicable/No answer 3

38

If Yes, Cite Examples

Used by another local library 2

Local university students and faculty 1

Phase I-Maine State Libraries
TALINET Project 1

Do You Believe the Project Experience Has Been Worthwhile with Regard To':

a. Sevice Impfovement: Yes
No 10

N/A 3

b. Personal Development: es

NO

N/A

c. Network Development: Yes
No

N/A

29

7

2

23

10

5

d. Cdoperative Use: Yes 12

No 10

Undecided \ 6
NIA 10

e. Service to researchers: Yes' 10

No . 9 '

Undecided 7

N/A 12
0

r`
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Q. 25. Has Your Participation in the Network Affected the Acquisitions
Decisions You Have Made?

yes 2

I Not applicable /No answer
20

16 *-

IQ. 26. What Areas of Staff Expertise in Other Network Libraries Were Used
During The Project Not Available to You Locally ? **

...

I

Document Location
Online searching experience

3 .
3,

Subject expertise 2

Reference Services 2

Has Your.Justification in the Network Affected Your Staffing Decisions?

. Yes 5

No 13

Not applicable/No answer 20

38

Q 28, Other Comments**

Enjbyed working with the equipMent (
and the other libraries 10

Would prefer more communication
among participating libraries 2

Idea is good but technology needs

improvement 2

Procedures should have been
standardized 1

Equipment got in the way of the
people doing the work; no
short cut 1

More beneficial for small i..raries
than for 'large ones 1

Test did not last long enough 1

Should have had complete holdings list 1

J

**Response\not required
40
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In response to Q. 6, 12 respondents indicated that they had not actually

operated any of the pieces of equipient. Non operators included six of the 11

head librarians, four librarians, and two technical assistants. All libraries

had a minimum of two or three persons who had been instructed in the operation

of the equipment. At least two persons at each participant library had received

training on the equipment remotely from the Project Assistant in Boulder. Some

of the equipment operatois had been trained directly by the equipment manufac

turers' representatives, who,then passed their knowledge on to others. As-was

to be expected; clerical or technical staff operated the equipment at the larger

libraries, while librarians (evenin one ce e, a library director) were also

involved in the daily operation at locations with small staffs. Equipment
A

operation was, in every case, in addition to a staff person's regular library

duties.

4

In response to Q. 7, only the National Agricultural Library, Beltsvill

scheduled its hours of operation. This was necessitated by NAL's extremely

heavy Voluge of interlibrary loan activity. All other sites had staff available

to operate the equipment daily throughout the Normal working hours of the

library.

Of the key operators identifies by'Q. 8, three were librarians, four

were technical assistants, and four wer- clerks. Whether respondents were

operators, key operators, or nonoperat4s* all who answered Q. 10 expressed a.

preference for rapid telefax.

Interviewers tealized that Q. 45 was ambiguous, since there weretno

baseline data studied inkeither phase of the Project, and because there was

no consistent interlibrary loan procedure' implemented at all locatkons.through
.

out the'study. Although some libraries may have made an effort td obtain

59
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-materials through the Project,*thereby increasing their contact with other

libraries, some participants may have continued to rely upon their customar

channels and sources. Five respondents who indicated that library contact had

increased also said that this increase

respondents

//who

not necessarily resulted in better

service t their patrons (Q. 16), because most of the increased activiv was
/".

outgoing. ,'One participant commented that service to patrons, had, in fact,

declined because normal, fast procedures had been revised for the duration of

the Project. The five respondents commenting on the lack of improved service

were located at five different libraries which varied considerably in size and

extent of network participation (Brookhaven, ERL, Argonne, NAL, and NSF).

Six respondents would recommend that their libraries retain SSTV if

money were no object (Q, 20). These respondents included one head librarian,

three librarians, and two technical assistants; only one of them was the key

operator. It is interesting that reasons for retaining SSTV included an inter/eft'

in satellite usage, conferencing, and other experimental telecommunications

applications. None mentioned library applications or telebrowsing. Twenty.-eight

respondents recommended retention of rapid telefax, including seven head

librarians, eight librarians, 10 technical assistants, and three clerks; eight

were key operators. Of the 11 respondents who would retain conventional

r
telefax, two were head liBrarians, 'two librarians, .six technical assistants,

/

and one was a clerk; only one was a key operator. The-reason most often given

for retaining the conventional telefax was its widespread usage among-all

libraries.

Those who thought theProject had been worthwhile with regard to service
. ,

improvement,kr. 20, included seven head librarians, Emit- librarians, 10 technical

assistants, and four clerks; whereas four head librarian

technical assistant, and One clerk found no service impro

.* to

73
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Project. In regard to personal development, seven head librarians, seven

-librarians, 10 technical assistants, and five clerks (100%) thought that the

Project had been worthwhile; while'three head librarians, 3 librarians, and one

technical assistant thought that it had not...

Two respondents, both head li'rarians, said the participation affected

acquisitions decisions for their libraries (Q. 25). One commented that sub-.

scriptionS'were'being analyzed to determine if network,coverage of expensive

journals could enable the Library, to cancel some titles.

Of the five respondents who said :that participation had affe staffing

decisions (Q. 27), (three head librariansid two librarians), one rem rJ

that the study had bgen considered sufficiently significant to adjust positions; i

although not sufficiently significant to justify new personnel.

D. Analysis of Telephone Interviews with Patrons

OUpon completion of the Project, all transaction forms were collected
0

and each originating transaction was connected with its .responsb. It was thus

possible to select transactions where a request had been fulfilled. All library

patrons who were successfully served by the network during January, February,

and March, 1980- -the final three months of Phise II (in effect, during the

extension period)--were selefted for the conduct of the telephone interviews.
I

Since the National Agricultural Librark and its D.Q. Branch in Washington did

not participate during the extension period of the final three months, all .

patrons who reoeived service through NAL during December, 1979 were selected.

It was considered unlikely that patrons would remember instances of service that

had occurred much earlier.

61
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:Telephone were conducted by a trained ana experienced inter-

viewer, according to an interview protocol -(see Appendix C). Oues,tions were

concerned with'whether the patrons mere aware of the equiieent used to transmit

their .requests and its response, whether, they weresat,isfied with the service,

they received, whether this service was useful; and whether delivery of the

response' was timely. A total of 100 pitrqns, were selected fOrthese telephone

A

Of these,kie were successful in contactdng 82 (see :Table 3).

{Mt
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e
Table'3

,

SAMPLE OFPATRON& SEL CTED FOR INTERVIEWS

Jir

Project Libraries

.

Patrons Selicied PatronsContacted_

i

ERL, Boulder ,.
393

f
33

COE, Vicksburg ' 31 28

COE, Ft. Belvoir,

a

6 5 .

Argonne-. 3 3

Oak Ridge 5 5

Brookhaven-.
a(

0 . 0

Lawrence Berkeley

NSF.

6

0

6

o
F

Agriculture,Beltsvill.e ,10* 2

Agriculture, D.C.

dTAL

0

82100

A
-40000,00

*Eight of the 10 patrons had received successful service b the network
but bOththe originating and responding transactions involved only the

U.S. mail. These patrons were not telephoned.

,a
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Patron Characteristics.--In understanding the inforgiation needs and uses

of the patrons, it is. helpful to know something of he'educftional background

and principal job activity. The highest degrees of the patrons interviewed are

as follows: bachelor's degree--23, master's degree--24', and doctoral degree--'

32. Their fields of highest dggree varied.widely:

Physics 23 English 2

Begineering 14 Soil Science '1

Geology 7 Forest Science 1

Biology 6 ,Q Wildlife Ecology , 1

.

Oceanography 3 Environmental Science

a
1

Mathematics 3 CliMatology 1

Psychology 2 Library Science 1

Primary job activity ranged from laboratory research to management,

from information research to public relations. Fortyeight were laboratory
411

scientists, 10 spent all or most, of their time,in management, eight were .involved

in mathematital analysis and Computer,hanaling, five, were information researc&rs,

and the balance were involvefd in a variety of activities ranging from prob'1em

0 .

solving and data handling to' public relations.
,e

Interview Data.--Table 4 s the questions that were asked sand the/
/

I

summary of the replies obtained. Responses were recorded and then tabulated and

analyzed.

0

t
.
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Q. ;That documents did the library provide'for you?

Table 4

)TA4LATIONfOF INTERVIEW FINDINGS
WITH LIBRARY PATRONS

.

6

number of respondents: '82

r

Journal articles 71

Books _3

Newspyir articles- 1
_Repot- 7,-

3. .For what particular purpose did You need this

821

49
17

information?

a
Research
Writipg books or papers

, Information support to others
Gurtent awareness

1/
2 .

.Proposal Writing 2

Presentation of material ,2
.Teaching . 1

85*

4. 6

Did ;rod finch tiiat the information you received°
was, in fact relevant to your - -request

N9
t Of-limited-relevance

r Don't know .

0 -

- (b.
. ,

.

t.

Q. 5. -With'regard.to the timeliness Of.rhe service,
' ,did you receive'the.information or materials You4.

. ..
'"'., requested?**:'. ,,,,y:--

a. ..° .

. ,'

4

.t 06 time , .
. Earlier :

e Later - '.

,Don't remember' (-

Q.

- .
...

. ..
.

. Ifolater than requested: did the lateness of
the response have any kind of adverse effect-
your work? "..- ',

,.:'
...

Yes -

. ,.

*Multiple response permitted,

..,_ **Five did not'specify.a limit

. 0
4,

4,

59

5 .

,5

7

76

.

4.§.

7

16-

79

6

4.0

": 16 I

_
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7. Was the promptness of the response beneficial
to you in any wav?

Yes
No I

9. Were you aware at the time you made the request'
that the service would involve slowsln televi7-
sion equipment?

Yes,:

. No

Q. 9. Were you aware at the time you made the reauest
that the service would involve the use of
telefacsimile equipment?

Q

Yes
Nov,

10. Did you subsequently become aware that the service
was provided through the use of.this "equipment?

Yes
No

11. On any previous occasion, have you had experienctk
or have you heen provided service through the us
of teleracsimile?

Yes
No

Don't know

.12. On any previous occasion, have you had. experience
or have Nou been provided service through the us'e
of slowscah'television?

_
0,

Yes,

No
Don't know'

Highest Degree ofRespindents

High School
Bachelors Degree-,,'

''Masters Deiiee

Bhctoral Degree

*Only 38 interviewees Were'sked this question.

'42 .

7

,49

5

74

79

, 7
7/

79

7

65

72

17

28

35

80-

0

18

20

38*

0
73

0,
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Purpose for Seeking Information 3)

The nurposps for'which these people'had sought information, were varied:

for the* research (49),' for writing papers or' books'or for reviewing papers 'or

books (17), for providing information 'support to others .(12), for current

awareness (2)., for proposal writing (2), fol.. presentation of material (2), and
o

teaching (11.

Relevance of. Information Received (Q. 4)

Was the material delivered relevant? This question is important to

the Project and to all interlibrary loan procedurei no matter how the information

is delivered. Fifty-eight said the infa,rmation received was relevant b t the

comments offer far more grist .for isight than the number.

"30 percent of the documents were applicable-'-this,
expected; shotgun approach."

"Exactly what 1,v/es looking for; I hackreg6 an abstract
and piew ti'at the materials would be useful. Like the
interlibral'y loan system--it works well."

"One was, the other was not."

"Yes, I had abstracts, so I knew what I was getting.", .

"Relevant to Jay rpques but not what I actually needed':"

'"Sure, exactly what he wantPd." 0
I

.

"Yes, basically I knew what w\as in the papers. I knew

the authors."

\"-ies, I knerontents, but lacked the doCument;"

'"To a limited degree. this request was pait of a
'shotgun' effp,ct.° We';')ere hoping to add new mat trial."

. "In varying degrees yes; some vety relevant, others
,tangentially related'to what you are' doing." '

. .

$".les.vd.,no. You never, get everything you2hope that

the'Irtrcrt contdined4"

047
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'Yes and no. The simplest way to distinguish is to
look at the paper. You run across citations that you
should at least look at. The good ones are kept, the others
.are returned."

"Of limited relevance."

. "'It wasn't exactly what we were lookin for -- partially

useful."

"Yes, bit it wasn't the right' case, it was very close."

"Interesting, but not necessary."

"The materialipis sitting on my desk and I haven't had time
to look at it." '

,

"Can't recall. There'is a 541/50 chance that ii .was used."
,

.

"Can't remember. .We usually just index them, from the
title, it. probably was useful.".

On this same subject it is interesting to note tohai patrons at Vicksburg
1

a

indicated a 3:1 ratio for relevance:nonrelevance. Twenty-on said the infor-
#

mation received was rtlevant, seven said it was not. The institution with a

large, number of users wass EEL. There tije ratio was 2:1 for relevant:non- b

relevant articles. Twenty-three said the information was relevant while 10 said

it was nat.

a

,Timelihess,of Response (Q. .5).

Speed is another factor'iMportant to this study. Forty1nine sLia the

material arrived on time (it is important to keep in mind here that many patrons

did not specify time--h not, given dates or.deadlinei, and 'were not in a .

hurry for the information). hat is rather interesting in view of the comments,

in the'preceding section thAt.they anted material while the,idga was"hot.or

fresh in someone's mind. One infbrmati comment on timeliness, follows:

4

"Most of what we'get-is borrowed beca =e our library its

limited Two to three weeks is average turn: und. ANTIS=

'68
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documents are generally longer. It is difficult t assess
whether or not something is timely since we must order virtually
all our materials from other libraries (because of our limited
collection) and since we take this i.nt.o Cortsideration."

Seven patrons said they receivqd material earlier than requested, 16

said they received it later th;i1 reqUested and seven said they didn't remember.
67

Of those who received,taterial later than requested," the following comments are

-enlightening because they show that this lateness often had nothing to do with

the library.

. "Part of the problem was local communication. They received
the document rapidly but couldn't reach me by phone, since I was
in the laboratory.".

"taxed request only--the book was, too large to fax back."

4

askehhether the lateness had an adverse effect (Q. 6), only'a

few patrons commented:

"Proposal was due on a certain date. These articlesdidn't
make that date. It took me time to,find references, so I'm .

partly at fault."
- ,

. .

"Field'experimentation is Very expensive. Literature helps
us prepare for this, what we 'can-expect, whether anyone has done
`this research and what type of, problems they had. Unfortunately,

ft

our ILLs often take months and this is expensive interms of
mistakes. Where are delays on base here w th our own mailing/
central distribution office. Sometimes o r routing procedures
are. the problem." mr,

Of those instances in which the p.atrons said promptness was beneTicial,

the .comments were rather lukewarm.

"Adequate, only."

9k' "Did .not make much differen e' in this case. Other times,'
,

the promptnest did help."

When asked "How did receiving th s response benefit you?" (Q. 8),their

answers included the following comments

49
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"Was able to make preliminary, assessment.",

Several comments .concerned the opinion that the faster the information

arrives, the more likely one is to use.it and the longer it takes to arrive, the

less likely one is to want it when it does arrive.

k"You tend to forget why you wanted something when it arrives too
latiunless you take,Ohe trouble of keeping a log book."

"Helps keep projects on sch'edule. One gets used to things I

arriving on'time (2 weeks) and you tend to plan for this."

1
i"In the sense that what I wanted it for was fresh in my mind.

Often you forget why you requested something when it arrives late.;'

"You, tend to forget why you ordered something if it arrives
late from the library. In other words, an article will arrive that
isn't directly related to earthquake destruction, and you will have
forgotten why it was originally ordered." ,r

"When.I'm working on this kind'of thing, I have to get the
material in a short period of time or I lose interest. You
must strike when the iron is hot. I never would have writien
the article without fast turnaround becauseI'would have\lose
interest, or at least moved on to something else.",

Other comments concernesi the .need for the information as directly, related

to the research.

"We wanted to decide whether to use the method we were
consideting for research. Tile' faster we made this/deterMination

the qu'icker.we can 4rot research underway."
-

'';Planning was easier, prevented unneeded work.':

'Something weird yas happening in one of our experiments.
We were sitting on the edge of our chairs, waiting for this
-article, because it explAined the phenomena." .

"In 1)oth inttances we found follow-up.articles, from the-

avalanche effect. Each primary source spurs a chain reaction
effect: This literature'cotpilation process is used for All research
projects, and the first or primary sources Are the most important
to receive on time.",

70



General Comments
Ike

When the patrons were asked whether they were aware of the use of tele-

*
facsimile, of those who answered yes, a few replies are of interest in relation to

the limitations of the equipment.

"Very poor copy quality had made me suspect yes. Doen't
produce very legible permanent copy."

Many- users did pay that they use telefacs -imile for other purposes;

for example, to communicate with other parts of their agencies. One said it was

one of their basic forms of communication.

E. Results of Tabulation of Data; Analysis of Data

Overall Transactions.#:-Acti146, in Phase II did not seem proportionally

lore active than in Phase I. Phase:1 reported 1180 originating and.927 respon-
\r

ding, or a tAal of .2107 transact=ions over a 6-mopth period.' Phase II has

'1594 originating and'1215 responding for a.total 2809 transactions over a

0-month period (see Table 5).. If anything, Phase II'was less active, but

.then,Aonlyle, rather than 15, libraries were involved.

- °

The most active library overall was ERL. .It accounted for $59 trans-

actions, more thantwice as many total transactions as any other individual

library. It is interesting to note, however, that unlike ERL? thenext three

most active,. libraries '(Agriculture, Argonne,and Oak Ridge) were far more active

as respondents than aseoriginators. In fact, Argonne an Oak-Ridge initiated

(I #' only'about one-fifth and one-third as many transactions respectively as they .

. .
,

.responded to.

.1 ..
.

ERL originated the most transactions (728), followed by-COE, Vicksb

i
g .

-a

, (281),_and then by Agriculture (144), COE, Fort Belvor (136), and LawEence

- Berkeley. (113). '

R

,71

ft,
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Table 5

TOTAL ORIGINATING AND:RESPONDING TRANSACTIONS

1
library.

Originating
Transactions

4 Responding
Transactions

co*

Total
' 1'

e
ERL, Boulder 728 1'31 859

COE, Vicksburg. 281 46 327

COE, Fort Belvoir 136 65 201

_Argonne 60 323', 383

'Oak Ridge 85 255

Brookhaven 43 65

y,/340

108

. Lawrence Berkeley 113 .70 183
.

*- NSF 0 13
_

13

, .

agriculture, Beltsville' 144
*

247 391

Agriculture., D.C. 4 0 4

Total 1594 , 1215 2809

I

a
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I .P by Oak Ridge (255)-and Agricultur,(147), whilERL tallied only 131 responses.
,

.

Argonnehad the largest numb& of residing transactions' 323)'foll6Wed

NSF initiated no transactions and responded to only 13. The U.S.D.A.

D.C. Branch Library responded to no transaction, and initiated only four: Both
4

or these are, of course, very small libraries with very small collections, set

in the heart of Washington, D,C, where resources are'fre4uAnt7 y .available

just across the street. More surprisingly, Brookhaven has- a low-Tate both of

originating and responding transactions. One tight have expected a profile more

- like Oak Ridge or Argonne.

TransacOioni Between Participant Libraries ". -It is more interesting to

mote the traffic Aarterns between the various li.b.raries than overall traffic.

Combined with a knowledge of the various libraries' strengths, specialities, andi

missions, such takes can lead to hypotheses, that resource sharing' between

certain types of libraries-is of greater or lesser usefulnAss.

Table 6 shows that Argonne received the most overall requests-(400),

over half of them from ERL. pak Ridgealso was contacted a great deal (328

times); almost half of these requests came from COE, Vicksbuyg, and the other

half from EkLI Agriculture had a wider spread; it received approximately.

onethird of its requests (81) from ERL, about onequarter (66) came froth

COE, Vicksburg, about onefifth (45) from Argonne, about oneeighth.(29) from

Oak Ridge, and a few (16 and 14 respectively) from COE, Fort Belvoir and

Lawrence Berkeley t*

The table shows that ERL directed most of its originating transactions

. .

I t

.

.

. td Argonne; COE, Vicksburg. turned to.Oak Ridge most' frequently; COE, Fort .

4 .
-

. t4

-14ht BeVoir, not surprisingly, contacted COE,Vicisburg most frequently, though. At

it contacted ERL almost as often. Argonne directed full), three fourths of its
.,.,

v . .

/
..

requests to Agriculture; Oak Ridge also contacted Agriculture frequently, but, .

.
? .

,3
. , .

. .
,



Table 6

TALLY OF ORIGINATING. TRANSACTIONS (0T)
AS RECORDED BY RESPONDING ,LIBRARY

Originating Library

COBBS _ MSVE DOER WC . TONL NUPB CLBL

ITAI. OTs 728 281 136 % 60 85 43 113 2

!

..

eibrar les : .

nt acted* .

- ,

:BBS 13 ,40

YE 60 .. - 47 -

1

.

ER . , 55 ip. .

It 225 42 -I
- . .

.

Ikl. .

PB -

BL

140
.

70

57

132 9 '

10 2

3 r 1

4.

rAL

, it. 1 4 20
,

.

81 66 16

Ira -bci, 5 0 0

4.

11 14 2

0' = 11 1

.

0 3 1

16 20

0 .0 0

1'

'2

4*, 8 10

...

9

4.

0 2 0

45 29 '0

V

20

22

24

6

14

liee.yossary for library *mboIs used for
%

each participant. .

ti

0

74

0

NSP DAL 'DNAL-DC TOTAL

0 144 4 1594

0
..c

23 '1 117

0 9 0 -1146

0 7 0 78

0, 1 6

0 76 0 , . 400
I

-

0

0

0 5 '0

13

5 0 ' 113

0 , 328

85

. 5 73

0 _ 3 2.54

4



. like Lawrence Berkeley, tegded to spread its requests rather more broadly

add,evenly: Brookhaven turned' to Argonne for about half its needs, and to

. .

Lawrence Berkeley and Oak Ridge for the remaining one quarter each. Lawrence

Berkeley, as said, spread its contact more evenly and broadly across the network.

NSF conta5ted no one. Agriculture (Beltsville) sent half of its requests

to Argonne,*whileits D.C. Branch Library recorded only ol transactions, one

to" ERL, and three to aeltsville.

4
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- Table 7 shows that ERL responded most often to COE, Fort Bervoit,. "

and to_Agriculture; COE, Vicksbvii responded to'Fort-Belvoir and ERL; COE,

Fort Belvoir to ERL and COE, Vicksburg; Argonne to ERL;,, Oak Ridge to COE,

Vicksburg and ERL; Brookhaven to ERL'and Lawrence Berkeley;-LawrenCe'Eerke16,

ERL; Agriculture to_ERL, Cot, Vicksbuig and Argonne;.and NSF to COE, Fort

6

+a,

<

.

5

<

I
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COBBS MSVE

OTAL RTs 131 1 46'
.6

questing
brary*

BBS

E

16

15 .

43 19

18 0

8 4

PB 3 2

BL" 13 I 5

0 "-4 0 ,
%.

31 . 0

AL-DC . '1-10' 0
"a w 6

7

Table 7

TALLY OF RESPONDING TRANSACTIONS (RT)
AS RECORDED BY PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES

Responding Library

DCER IARG TONL NUPB CLBL' NSF DNAL DNAL-DC TOTALr'
z

65 323

,39 165

13 34

1

0

3 15

16

2 22

0 0

. .
°, -1. _a 1 - 'ilb )

.
',4, ,.` :

"1

1
0

0 A .. A
..

th ,
' .06

.c
{. ' ',", s 1

-

. 4.11: . ' . A
I'..

e. 04As %

ee foi libtaity7.sYmbols used for eaCfl-participant.
gi q As. i

(i255 65. 176 13 247 0 1215

°

98 31 43 1 80 0 473

110 10 3 0 65' '60 o... 250

9 2 1 8 . 0 96

1 0 , 1 0 42 0 62
-

1 8 1 29 0 189.

8 10 0 3 0 ' 43,

20 21 ,0 .14 0 97

0 0 0 -0 0p4
n

9 124Oa0 3 0
6 .4.7e.:!....

o a 0 0 r I

4-

ap

,
I 4, - A660.

$IC j W.. *at .46

AA

*

.

... :- . -

., ' A" a,
, . 4,

,, 4. .

I

P2 ' .... . w. 8.04 . ,- V ..V4 %q.t. I. i
C..,,),. , 1 4

. : O, C 7 7'" r. ,

o

,.. ,... ,
.

: .. _ AI.,, .4 '
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.. 0
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Tables 8 and 9 stow the means used (equipment installed or other methods)

. --, i

to originate and respond to requests from member libraries. By far, the greatest
\

, .

. number of transactions were originated by means of We'Rapifax (1382 out"of
si

a total of 1603). Rapifax and mail tied as favorites far responding trans-
.,

I actions. ' It appears that libraries are very willing to send a one-page request
-

,via telefacsimite, and transmit a negative response, or a sho?,C response-in this

manner.: 'er. Yet, the mail is clearly stvill favored for

0

multi-pagg aocuments.I
. .

.
-;. .

. .

,' 4
,. ,

1' 0.

. .

4,
, 0..

In 'regard to' slow-scan qelevision only h;Lf/' of the participating /
'

.
,

libraries had this equipment: ERL; COE, Vicksburg; COE, Fort Belvokr; Agri-
,

1 .

culture, ,Beltsville-, and Agriculture, D.C. BranO Library,. A total of 60 f S
. ... , i .

. transactions were 'recorded, as can be seen in Table 1'0. .

IL.s

9
4+

. 4
N.

'b

,ToOriginating transactions fromARL consisted Of, test'ing the equippent in
. -

. . J ,
i .' 41 7. . ,,.

. 4 .e . t
an experiment kith COE; ViCksburg to see if 4mafierial onsthe CRT scrsen..could be

P
4

e

. ,
e

. %
°

I
successfully transmitted ;"and the tranattigtiot t5f .a merio.t tb the. Agricultufe z3

..

' , ,

/1: .
,

d ?
'1 r

; di

1 Dr Cs Branch Library,_ sent by---s-I.ow-scan tjklevision becatise that was '6e ,I;n.,1) '

.4 f '1144.7 'I' . ',2, .. ^

I Pr7,6ject.'equipmeritthe*D:C..;Branch Library had:.

., _ 0 5%, , nt 0, 0

S .

'
,

. ,. 4 -,*

. 1
0 : 4

,, 4
'

1

. " 14 N. iii '' ""..4 .. 1

'6 ., ,
i ,f, , lit, , 2 '''.. /1 %3 / ; / , ,4i. ,

V J: °
4

A
pv..°
. 0. '

a '
e: 7°4v 174;': : Transact ionsVr4 Agricultifte,.teltSvillle, inct'iluded4even- equipmentI

-----/.,, : * 1., --,. .

_ 7.
demonstrations,pad three equipment. tests, with-ERL as th`e contactt,litirary; . t

1-- . 4 ! ... °

? 4
.

, .
one demonstration with cOE, Vicksburg, as the contact; and one unsuccessfult"-.4 - . , 0

it

4

.
attempt to transmit/. a let ter reggrd'ing the telephone numbers 'to COE, Fort

The four transactions froM Agi>icattitre, Da C. Branch Library -were

demonstrations of the equipment, noe with ERL,,41% three (two success!!).1.

144'
and one unsuccessful) with Agricultire, -Beltsville., .

D.

M.
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Table 8

TRANSMITAL METHOD
ORIGINATING TRANSACTIONS

....4

TRANSMITTAL METHOD
1

via QWIP' .

o

vis Rapifax

via SSW
i

.

vii. Mail .; . 1

via Telephoge
I

ERL

42

-646.

2

* ;

12

26

VICKSBURG FT.

4

277 ,

0

1

- 1

BELVOIR

c

m 100'

110

0

0

7

ARGONNE

3

57

0

6 ,

b

OAK RIDGE

5

78

Cr

2

BROOKHAVEN

2

38

4,

0

'k

3

0

"LAWRENCE BERKELEY

0

113. P

0

. ,
-

11

0

WSF

b.

....'

0 .4

0
.:

..,
...

0

0

USDA-BELTSVILLE
. .

35

.

54

13

'1.48

1

USDA-DC

0

0

4

0

0

TOTAL".

101

.1382',

19

64

37

x,...---....-.--of

TOTAL A

% A

* some transactions were sent by more than one method

tr

. \

,4

0

. . -

1603*
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Table 9

r-,

4-1

.4, TRANSMITTAL METHOD .

e
RESPONDING TRANSACTIONS

:
\

4

TRANSMITTAL METHOD* ERL VICKSBURG FT. BELVOIR ARGONNE OAK RIDGE ROOKHAVEN LAWRENCE BERKELEY NSF USDA- BF.LTSVILLE USDA-DC TOTAL ,

(
vii QWIP 6 4 ,.......,

via Rapifax 87 34

e.
cc;o via SSTV 1,3 $

.

via Mail 11 0 .11

C k

via Telephone 1 2
t,

g.1

No response requested 11 1

Method not specified 2 , 0

t

.
.

2 0 5 0, 4.

Y# 0

17 14 6 0 0
. *

$
0 20 23 0 '

..

14

2 0 2 6 3' 2 0 25

/7.
,

33 74 89 ., 37 37 8 94 k 0 493

21 0 0 0 0

7 il 5 130 28 90

0 3 0 142

1 92. 0 493

0 2 0 16

0 6

48 0 108

0 55

r'

some transactions were sent by more than one method

I CI



1

' 1....1.

0

ERL

.,4- vos,

COE, Vicksburg

COE, Fort Belvoir

AgriculttL, Beltsville

Agriculture, D.C. Branch

Total

Table 10

SSTV TRANSACTIONS

Originating, Responding Total

Transactions Transactions Transactions

2

0

0

12

5

19

0 5

42. 61

.13

5 5

21 21

3 15

Table 11

TYPE OF SSTV TRANSACTIONS

Memo's Responses

Equipment Equipment Tiaining Letters to reference Not

Demonstrations Tests Sessions `List] questions. Specified

TCITAJ,

'ERL 9

COE, Vicksburg

COE, Ft. Belvoir 17

USDA-Beltsville 10

USDA -DC

.44

4

3

1 -o

0

3 0

0

F-
0

: 2

81 10

0

1

0

2

0
,---

0

3

41.

o-

o

1 .3

0 0

0 t 0_

3



Atli- of the five libra ries 'recorded responding transactions. COE,, 0

Fort telvoir,'was the most active, with 21 transactions. However, 14 of these

were demonstrations of the equipment to high school students in Boulder,

requested by ERL, three were\demonstrations to other visitors requested by
a

ERL, and'one appeared to be in response to a referehce question by a scientist

at ERL. Of tibe remaining three, two were in vesloOnse to requests by Agri-
.

.

culture and one from COE, Vicksburg. No patron name's are recorded on these

transactions, nor is it clear what was transmitted.

ERL recorded 13 transactions; three.responsesnt 'to COE, Fort Belvoir: 0

a work-session on how to use SSTV for teleconferencing, a demonstration} of the
.

Project's equipmeht, and a training session on computerized literature searching

which consisted of a search done at ERL with the results and strategy transmitted

to Fort Belvoir., Two were respodses to the Agriculture D.C. Branch Library: an

I

equipment
.

test and a demonstration to' show the operatofr there how we,ll live
t

pictures Could be transmitted. The remaiding eight responding transactions

included, seven demonstrations and one e9uipment_test for Agriculture, BeltsVille.

Agriculture, 'Beltsville, recorded three responses: one to a request from

ERL for a list of demonstration participants, one to a,request from ERL for a
/

demonstration of an image pf,a person, and one was a demonstration for its D.C.

Branch Library:

COE, Vicksburg, has five responding transactions, all to requests

from ERL. These included three demonstrations of the equipment for a group

from Denver University Library School, one demonstration for an ERL library

stafrmgmber, and one response to an ER4 equipment test to note- the legibility

ot,material on' the screen.

1.

4
O

82



Table 11 summarizes the types of transactions conducted by the five

libraries using the SSTV equipment.

We can see that the 60' transactions consisted of 44 demonstrations,

seven equipment tests, two training sessions, three transmittals of inter-library

correspOndence, three transactions not specified, and only one irTance which

may have been in re'Sponseto aw actual patron request.

Degpite the extension of the six-month Phase II with an additional

three months, only one of hose 60 transactions occurred during the extension

period. This was the "training session" on literature searching between COE,

Fort Belvoir and ERL, set up for observation by Berner and Company during their

Fort Belvoir site visit.

fr-

.44

1

103

s,

ti

t"

,
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A. Literature Review

SECTION V
a

STATE-OF-THE-ART

Before we discuss he findings and implications pf Woek'done in Phaie_

II of the Project, we wo Id like to place the Project within the perspective

of previous work in fat's mile, especially that done within libraries: Although

most previous studies s em to have concentrated on 41e useuse -off. telefacsimile

(TALINET is ;an' excepti ), this Project has incorporiated another dimension, that

of slow-scan televisi'o

The story of t lefacsimile starts with inventors in several<ountrits,

with the fruits of t eir labors being used 15y news services for commercial

purposes, then, by g vernments for military purposes.

History'of acsimile.T-Facsimile transmission consists of 'scanning

1ocuments and con erting the information scanned to electrical signals which-

\

can be transmitt d over a telephone line ox other 411mmunication medium it?

order to operat a recording devicelat another'location so that a likengss, or

facsimile, of the original is produced.
Mt

,01

In 1842, a Scottish physici-Alexander Bain -- developed the first

electrochemical recording telegraph, which worked using synchronized inter-
,

connectedpendulums. In 1850, Frederick Blakewell introduced a cylinder.and'

screw mechanism in London, which,'replacing Bain's pendulums,. became the

standard facsimile mechanism. It remains the principle incorporated into

cuLrent drum scanners, such as the QWIP used in this present Project experiment.

Bain's electrochemical facsimile did cross ,the Atlantic to :heUn'ited States

,

but'became superseded by the electromechanical printers.

84
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In 1902, Dr. Arthur Korn, idilliSermac, developed a photoelectric scanning
. .

.system, which led to theiuse of facsimile; transmission of newspaperphotdgrnfig
0

I' by cable and radio duririg the early part of this century. Korn established the.

first facsimile network
1

of wireless' photo services in Europe., linking Paris,

P

London,'and Berlin. With the of World War,II,,the use of facsimile
f

I

broadened to include the transmission of maps, weather charts,:fingerprints, and

photographs for military purposes. In 1922, Korn sent the first photo by

1
radio overseas from Rome to Maine. In the United States, AT&T, RCA, and Western

. . -., .

Union developed systems to _transmit both photographs and weather inforMation
c ,

t

during the 210's and 30'k.I
4

'Although Western Union developed a facsimile desktop transmicer for ,

0
messages. and put it on the mark n 1948"-as "Desk-Fax", until the late 19.60's

...

.
44, 6 il . ."

facsiriiile applipations were 'fol'all- intents and purPose\lAimited to the trans-
. , .

:
, . , ,,

mission of griphical, images--predTinantly'veather maps andtnews photo-

graphs -due, to the expense, of leasing private telephone lines. Only after
. .

.0
the,Carterfone 'decision in 1967; when the FCC ruled that thee public telc

phone network had to accept the coupling of customer-owned devices to4tele- C

phond comp4ny lines, did a number of manufacturers b4ome involved in the

production of inexpensive dial-up facsimile/53-ansceivers suitable for general

4
office use. 0

,
o

Xerox began to market the TelecopieY.A Graphic Sciences, inc.

"
brought out a line called "Dex (Decision EXpedifer); 3M marketed the VRC

(Versatile Remote Copier) manufactured by Masushita of Japan. However, until

recently, technical development has been slow and these macili.2es were not

convenient, fast, or flexible enough to meet the needs of modern business

and inchistry. Also, with transmissio ingiup to six minutes per page,
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. .

Se .

the high cost of °sending the facsimile image over telephone lines was a
. ,

major Obstacle. Npnethvless, between 103 and 1976 the number of facsimile

I

I

.

machines doubled; from 50,,000 to 100,000.
.

With the present growth in.infotr-
. ., 6

.!...

Datko A , . ,Y. ,

'mation generation and dissemination, facsimile is now playing an increasing

role in information transfer.

All major manufacturers now have much faster machines on the market

4 "'-'and in the process of development. A British Library Research And Development

Report presents a fable of machioes available in'1976 (Barrett and Farbrother,

1976):' Saffady (1978) rists the equipment7, available in 1978'. The QWIP II and

the Rapifax 100, used in the Project experiment in 1979:are both two-minute

1 g
machines. QWIP introduced the QWIP 2000 in 19800(an automatic two- minute

machine). Rapicom has develqped new digital products: the Rapicom 1000, the'

Rapicom 1500, and the Rapicom 1850 all have 'sub-'minute transmission speeds; and

RCA now operates Q-Fax, a high-speed,(30 second) digital facsimile service from

4o-\
the U.S. to Japan, other Pacific locations, Europe and South AMerica.

Library Applications of Facsimile Equipment.-- We have seen how the

facsimLle industry has moved from special applicatfoni ()Ournalism, military

4 f
purposes, weather forecasting) to business applications, restlting in compact'

desktop equipment._ No Manufacturer, however, has designed.equipment specif7

ically:for library 4-0Plications.'4When business facsimile equipment was

developed in the 60's, its appearance coincided with a period of rapid growth in

universities 'and colleges, with resultant pressure on academic libraries.

"'Several libraries initiated experiments involving the use of facsimile equip-

ment.),in the hope of improving interlibrary loan services. These experiments

were largely unsuccessful due to four factors: "(1) 4nadequacies in copy quality,

(2) equipMent unreliability, (3) high cost, and (4) estionable need. A

synopsis of some of -these experiments follow :
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Kenney (196714in an early survey, notes that the first article on

fax in libraries, desribing a prot otype device designed for the AEC, appeared

as -early as 1952\ Atiat in, 1954 there is mention of a Teleautograph, at the John
,

Prerar Library; that in 1960 E.P. King conducted a very sound study on electroniC

I
,k

transmission` for interlibrary loani; and that during rhe same year=, a experi- ,

d o / i ' O

..

mental.acsimi le system was set up between the Franklin Inst itute, In Philadelphia

I
/ .-

. * .-

, and 'General Electric at Valley Forge.

In he mid -60's MIT set up 45roject. INTnX, a System to provide remote
7.

. ,

° P

. -.

. 0
'

I
access to documents stored n micA,Oform. ,Selected microfiche Would' be re--

.

,

"(
i.

trieved, scanned, and transmitted to remote display terminals. The image

on the face (1). the4CRT was photographe'dand an automatic processor produced
J^

.
N.

good quality microfilm in hard'copy; 'ils effect, a micro- facsimile service.
I, .

. -.

.4

Users could read. the film on a microfilm reader or produce prints from the

microfilm. This experiment produced excellene'resultS//but, excessive computer:

costs. The
A
project ended in 1972.

In 1966, Morehouse reported on a teleficsimile service'lietween the Un versify

of Nevada at Reno, using a Xerox-Magnavox Telecopier to..ommunicpte with as

Vegas apd the University of California at Davis s. The experiment tes un uccessful

'.due to .frequent eciuipment breakdown.

In 1967, the New York state Library ,up-\a,"Tilot Project in he Facsimile

'

Transmission of Library Matefials," or ., Nelson Associates, , reported
...1

. II

on the experiment in Jupe 1968. ?he .FACTS neYwork-ipclu4ed 15 li-b aries.
_ e

The 24-hour target time for meeting requesti was pever reached, tie average

.

time \falling between 5- days, Overall ,demand was disappointing/ Nelson Assoc-
'

I
' iates figured that three or four'times,the deitand was necesser to,justifythe,

- . c . ..

ex,pense per request.- However, greater demand would have mean greater dvlays%

d
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Yet 70% of users stated the material would have, been equally useful if supplied

two or three days later. A major complaint was poor or,illegible copy. Equip -.'
,

. .

mept performance standards ware unacceptable for library use, due to resolution
,

problems. The experiment as considerd a disappointment.

In 1968, Schieber and Shdffner reported on a one-month experiment in'-

f4csimile trave9missran from the Berkeley to the Davis campus of the University

ot'California. The study was sponsored by the Council on Library Resourcipb,
, 1

They found that (a) service was slower than antieipafed; the estimated service

*

time (two-four hours) actually averaged nine and one half ncturs;.(bY demind for .

,
r-7-,

,,.

4
interlibrary loan service was no highs during the experiment -,when material.

. .. / 1 I. .- t

could be obtained quickie- -than before or after the expeime , and there was

often a delay with the pick-up of requested material; (c) cost per service

request. was high. It was concluded that service couyjbe improvedky re-

,
. ..

organizing
.

she manual prOcedures preceding and following

k

tran,smAsion; that
. ..

C. * .

demand for materials needeti:immediately is not high, ?-and tat a telefacsimile

L
. , --1

I, '- . .
,.c

system stupid use priority scheduling to operate\on a variable response basis; r:
1 ..

and tfiet.svilile monthly,*equipmentcosts arfvfixedrequest.processing costs per request
,t

it-i,
.

,

can "'wry. To be cost competitive with'"oth methods,- the system would 'have to
.i e"/

provide one-day service.. The final conclusion ruched was that manual procedures
,

.. 0w
neecle'Thripeganization, .whether or no a telefdcsimile-system wag intr duced, and

..,

that this should occur" beforeanY-1nvegtment be made. .

i
.

. - / *
.

,

t 40'

One experiment, begun in the mid-60'S, continued a long time. The14/ .
. 4 '.. . .7 ..-

/Pennsyl/a is State Univers4y.4ibrary Network, begun in 1166,Only ceased .

. , .
.. ..

ii'
"oPeration in May, 1175 (Llo,d,-11115). However, the same problets of uncertai4

...

.... . . .

copy g ality, equipment mainterfice difficulties, and heavy-demandson staffing

. I ,

w e reported, as we still hear today from the fibsAxians participating in the

Project' which is
.

the subject of this report.
e

ti
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In 1975, Hans Engelke (1976) requested state libraries toreport (1) if they

were part of a state-wide telefacsimile network, and/or (2) if they knew of any

such network or ktelefacsimile use'in their state. He noted that facsimile was

being used in relatively few libraries, and only ad an alternative to the".

k

-0

.

telephone:or TWX for the transmission of interlibrary loan requests;* facsimile

was not -employed for its original intended use, the transmission of the requested

,--- -
materials themselves. Engelke said it is hard to.make an effecLive ,assessments

s,-.1,t4 . ,
/

, . . .

since so many. of the experiments were informal and short -term. But the reasons

a

he cites for* the. lack of 1success of telefacsimile operations are, once again,

concerns still expressed today by the librarians in*this Project (Sge Section IV.

C).

4 v S
"/Anterlibraki loa traffic. did not warrant such-a:system; the
purpose of to of use was not clear; library groupings were
wrong; therelwer misunderstandings... a problem of successfully
orienting Libra fans to a newmedium...an unwillingness to adaptto
new methods ideas." (Engelke, 1976, pages J1, 12) 1.,

Two experiments seem somewhat successful:. theAichi4aeglate Library

...

Ily Facsimile Communications Network, which owes its suatss to excellently

designed request forms of time-saving multi -p tpose utility, and the California

$

_State University and College Facsimile Transmission Network, which follows

--careful guidelines and procedures (Engelke, 1978).

By 1977, Aronofsky and Korfhage, writing of library trends in telecom-

. munications, do not even mention telefacsimile. _Nonetheless, in-the mid-70's,

business applications offacsimile have griiSwn considerably, and libraries
c

have begun to reconsider the use of facsi ile within [heir institutions. -

This Project, as well as the recently Com leted Telefax Library Information

Network I:FAL/NEP) project ("Telefax Library Information Network," 1979) are

examples of that revival of'inCerest%
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I
There has been a similar resurgence of interest in The United Kingdom.

ip .,
.

Machines are,being developed; their,potential for library, ppplicafions is being

II-\
ieexamined. Digital facsimile enables information to be condensed and reduces

..

transmission time, and thus, cost' The British Library hasfplaced Kalle

I Infotech equipment at the University College, London, af,t4e British Library

II

Lending Division% and of the cienceReference 'ibrary to form a three-node
.

.

.

..

petwork. The feasibility of using direct computer-to-comKuter links will be

I
... -.

. investigated as will the development of a system 5or use over EURONET and the

. , ,

proposed Post pffice Pet Switched Service. Later, itis hoped to collaborate,

I
)

with re.searchiperformed at Hatfield Polytechnic on remote access to microfiche
... ,

stores, aiming at producing a hard copy of documents stored on fiche ("Facsimile

%

. Transmission Experiments," 1'978).

I There are indications of renewed interest in micr isimile systems n
. , i

IIthe U.S: The Image Data Systegit Company of PRC developed the Telefiche System,

introduced at he 1978 National Micrographics Conference. While too expensive
. ,

IIfor library use,today, jt nonetheleis alerts the profession torthe possibility,

of similar rild developments in the coming years.

t
The great que ion remains--have any solutions appeared to the, four

4

problems of quality, reliability, cost, and demand? While new equipme't and Vw

:communication rates have imptovedcost effectiveness, problems of incompatible

I equipment and, more seriously, questions of4uSer need and demand remain un-

-answered.

I

I
Sive-Scan Television. ---The Project has investigated the use not only of

'telefacsimile methods, but'also. of the use of a related technology: slow-scan.

/ .

IterIlLision (SSTV). A slow-scan television system operates on a principle very

similar to a facsimile system. 'It uses a scanning process to disassemble
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II, ' end, reassemble the video frame and display it on a'television monitor.

an image, transmit it to a remote location, and then reassemble it. However,

unlike telefacsimie, SSTV
. is not limited to hard copy documents. It can accept

an electronic image from a video camera, store it for the time needed to transmit

V

it as an electrical signal over the communications lines and, at the receiving

II
Comparison of variotp.facsimileopsystems with SSTV systems concerns

.
.

.

the-operating features ( and copy vs. soft copy), the. input and output, the

I
. ,

resolution (facsimile has twice thg resolution), the grey-scale range (hard

copy is more Aited in tonal range), and transmission time. However the

capabilities Of equipment desCribed in /he re ent literatur44must be updated

by that of'currently available equipment as ne models of both fax and SSTV

appear on the market.

The great advantage of SSTV over standard TV is in terms of.cost.

Continuous video information has to be transmitted over a broadband channel.

But a single vjdeoaframe can be transmitted on a very narrow bandwidth of .a

telephgne clianne1 if a long (30-90 seconds) period of time is utilized. And

a simple frame may contain all the information needed for many applications.

Kenney (1967) mentions this possibility in her 1967 survey. Today, SSTV has

been used successfully in two areas: education'(where c osed circuit television

and standard televi ion have already proved their utility) and medicine, particu-

larly in patient carte applications:where it bas provided a cost effective

mechanism for the transmission of information on radiographs, pathology slides,
,

w

and similar fixed-frame data,as well as views of4patients.

William Cohen and Stuart Meyer described the educational uses of slow-
\

scan t2levideo in 1975. Stuart' Meyer (1977) has described a 'successful 4- week`.
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,:experiment at Northwestern University using SSTV to teach a Course' in Human
O

Factorl Engineering; by, a professor in Evanston, Illinois, to off - campus students

at Motorola's Research Center it Schaumburg, Illinois. In the area of medicine,

Mitre Corporation's Telehealth Handbook (Benriett and Skinner, 1978) describes

among other projecpts a two-year NaliOnal Center for Health Services,Research

(NCHSR) sponsored program that uses SSTV to transmit x-ray films in Nebraska; a

. .
,

Navy program that used SSTV for medical consultalion between ship and shore

personnel; an SSTV installation linking a Clinic in rurdl Oregon with a hospita

r 4

in Eugene;.and another linking a doctor's office at Block Island, Rhode Island,

to a hospital in Provincetown.

Engineers and scientists working in laboratdiies or for corporations°

'frequently need to make work and project related visits to colleagues. Stuart

Meyer (1977) has presented SSTV as an attractive alternative, or adjUnct to

travel. He notes that contact between such persons is predominantly informational.

.While the information can be transmitted primarily by aural means (face -to-

face conversations, conference presentations) there is often significant

visuals component invd'lving graphics, mathematits, and pictures. Scientists

'talk best with a blackboard and challc
\

xrailable; engineers often present

information to a group with assistance from an overhead projector. As the
. ...

, .

telephone can be used to exchalre "aural".information between persons

1

disCant

from each other, the visual component, which does not require' motion, can

be provided over a Rarrowband kink such as a telephone line by the use of

slow-scan equipment.

-;_

J
Meyer cites three possible promising areas of,use:

"'casual' personal interaction, usually on a one-to-one basis,
extending the value of Sn ordidary 'telephone call; teleconferencing,
in which several scientists/engineers/middle managers in different

a I
locations 'mvt' in a seminar or conference-type interaction;
trip-value enhancement,.in which a personal Visit to another
site is 'backed-up' by teleconsultation with colleagues and
support staff b'ack at the home installation."
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Meyer has written, widely on SSTV applications (see Table 12) and, with
)

David Brown (1976), h'as reviewed and evaluated the technology for,the narrowband

'transmiss ion of visual informatrion.
,

A' major. application of SSTV involving literature, data, and specialists

in the field of health science §, and medical information is currently under
r%

.

operation at the University of Cincinnati (U.C.) Medical Cen er Libraries. Nancy

Lorenzi'(1979) describes the Telecommunications Information Network at the University

of Cincinnati ,as a "slow-scan with interactive audio" transmission system. It

is designed to transfe.wn-demandimedical information from the U.C. Medical

Center libraries to health professionals in four hospitals. SSTV .cameras are

. set in two locations at the MediCal nter (in the Health Sciences Library and

in the Drug and Poison InforMat.ion'Center), and video monitors are located at

each of the fo.ur-remote sites. Two of these sites also have the capacity to

.record. hard copy prints of the information over same telephone lines. Any still
A'

image (i document, or, microfiche, x-rays) slides, even three:-dimensional

models) can be reproduced ..via the SSTV. The slow-scan signal can even be

.-
recorded onto a regular cassette tape. This permits stofage of items that

are often req.uested, Chug saving the time needed'to retrieve them, adjust

-....

the camera
'

etc., as well as permitting the site hospitals to store any .

information transmitted.
, (.4 -2

-".a
.)

\ . .

The four goals of the first year were, (1) to evaluate telecommunications

as a means-to transfer medica information in'response to questions posed ,
,...

by health_prof saionals in urban and. rural settings, (2) to evaluate the ability

of the Medical Center to satisfy their information needs, (3) to identify

the.linfoulation seeking behavior., and (4) to evaluate the types of patient-
k

care questions presented.
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During the first year of operation, despite some technical.difficufties

which delayed installation, both q'!antitative and qualitative data were collected,

I
Preliminary analysis of the data has shown that the slow-scan technology_

,

I

.
,

4j,

is applicable to information transfer the health sci nces, that
,

significant "s,

Inumber (55.5 percent) of the responses have indeed used the SSTV, that physicians
t

*

were the h aviest users of the system, ,and the majority lions were

II
related to selecting a patient-treatment approach.

IIt" Librarians at the,site hospitals felt that the system has "unlimited

if

a

us . and is a "service which is vitally needed"; a compl mentary network

of, human resourLes was developed which established closer inks between the

site pospitalsand the Medical Center. The use of a tape r corder with the

SSTV expanded its potential to the "provision of general info matioai as well

IIas on- demand; prog ams can be adapted from other formats for use specifically

, .

II.

II

II

I

II

II

I

I

over SSTV.

.101

During Year Two of the project, in addition to continuing to work

13 inthe four goals of Year One, the investigators -also tend o study the,

feasibility of connecting the network with other SSTV networks.(TALINET, Boulder

A

andlLister Hill, Bethesda, MD, are mentioned) and whether the network is cost,

effective and can become self supporting. It is hoped that,Che outcomes-of the

, study can be generalized to heialth care sygtems throughout 'the country. Project

results.will be disseminated widely,.' The TeleCommunications Information Network-
.

-is considered an innovative model of an on-demand medical intormatiori transfer

system whose potential ,could have nationar implicatiOns.

SSTV technology is also being used to re h a remote rural region

and link it to an on-going broadband tao-aay,tel vision system already success-

fully in operalrion. The-Central Maine Interactive Telecommunications System
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(ITS) funded by the Veterans Administration, links seven locations in the state

of Maine (Colgan, 1977a). The system focuses on education and on meeting the
i

needs of thg total health care community. Unlike the Cincinnati projeccde-
.

scribed above where informatio t flows one-way from the'area medical center to

the isolated remot.e sites, the two-way system of ITS permits a decentralized
I--

approach. No major medical center is involvedand the participants are of

relatively equal size and capabilOies, and having identical consoles, any one

location can originate as well as receive programs. Robert Cowan, the Director,

presents a picture of a new cooperativvtelecommunications model where each

member has control over who sees and hears its transmissions, and each is

4

involved in the entire educaiional process (Cowan, 19.77b).

I %.

.

The slow-scan interface will utilize current "off the shelf" hardware
4.0

(Cowan, 1979a). The essential ingredient for success will reside in the creative

selecion of ,the rtost important video image t transmit, while maintaining an

interactive audio link. The slow-scan'link.will give those in therural.are?a
4

access.to programi on the Central Maine network, the ability to conference

and share among themselves, as wells contribute lo central Maine programs,

and thereby reduce their sense of rofessional isolation (Cowan, 1979b).,'
4r

In a test of four Slow-scat/LTV systems for remote teaching, Peters

(1979) found that f#culty members indicated than they accepted th4 concept
.

of SSTV, yet all but one had no immediate plication to their respective areas.

Thus, Peters felt that SSTV was not accepted in f.ict. In his "study suggestions

were made for the development of a hybrid SSTV system Which did appear to meet

the needs (of remote tea:thing.

s,

Peter's believes that SSTV will qontinue to expand until the time tnat
. "

fiber optics eplace copper telephone lines in homes and businesses. At that -.....

time, he says, 'full motion,fwo-way.television will be ecbnomically feasible .

I .

. rand will' become the more desirable medium.
.

.
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Table 12

GENERAL USES OF 4STV

---`Educational Uses

Professional education '(industrY., cooperative education

teacher training, law and medicine update, etc.)

Adult' education (continuing education,.....elgeng school,

culture, current affairs, etc.)

Rt.

Inter-campus link (university- university, university-

schools,1 university-labs, lab-lab, med school - hospital,
etc.)

Social service (iiifirmary and handicapped students,
' crippled, deaf, ghetto enrichment, correctional in-

,

stitutions, homes for the'aged, etc.)

Functional Uses

Substitute for travel (save time, energy resources, and
dollars)

' Enhance interaction ,(technical, administrative, student-
teacher, rapid translation andi,interpretation, etc.)

Security (site surveillance, fire watch)

Medical Uses et.

-
,Eddcation(hospital-med school, seminars and lec.tures,

continuing professional updating, training of auxiliary
personnel, etc.)

Emergency (supervision of paramedics, medical and dental
auxilia0.es)

Outpatient care (monitOr outpatieqs, nursing surveillance,
morale of bedridden, deaf children)

Consultation (remote physician-spe,cialist, etc.)

Community health ,(sharing of facilities in group practice,.
health maintenance organization, etc.)

Administrative (hospital billing, etc.)

Resegtieh (animal surveillance, 'continuing experiment's,

field research)

ti

From: William C. Cohen and Stuart L. Meyer. De eloOment of the Educqtio.nl Uses
of Slow-Scan Televideo, Bioscienc_e Communication 1: 169-183-, 1975.
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B. Discussions with Members of the Oversight Committee and Other'Ekperts'

To determine current' thinicing about the useoFtelefacsimile and slow-

scan television in libraries, we called 13peopleAmowledgeable in the state

of the art. Five people had conducted studies on or had worked with telefae

A

simile in library settings (Engelke, Fordyce, Kenney, Shoffner, and Walker). Of

those, four are members of theOveigight Committee.

s

Becase the literature contained Jar more references to articles on.

telefacsimile than.on SSTV and because we had talked with the five people-cited

above, we tried to balance the information, gathered on the topic of telefacsimile

with information from people expert in the use of slow -scan TV, preferably in

libFaries. After several atte pts, we lOcated and talked with eight expeyts: ar"

. . IV$

man who has been called the "gather of :Slow-scat"; scientists and enginee s;
...s

I

librarians; and communications specialists who have used--or are using-41

television in projects nationallyNnd in other countries; ana two iicanufactur rs

.of slow-scan equipment. The names oc, people interviewed appear below.

veYsight Committee Members

Oliver Cairns MIDLNET, Washington University
*St: Louis, 1.10.12

.

Robert Cowan \ -16nsas City Research Medical Center

HansEngelke

Samuel Fordyce

Brigitte Kenney

Ralph ,Sh4fner

o
r

Kansas,City, MO. tr

Waldo.Library, Western MIchigen U41100t'sity

Kalamazoo,,MI

NASA
Washington, D.C.

Infocon, Inc.
Gold?, CO

Ringgold Mdnagement Systems
Beaverton, OR
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Other Experts

Bert Cowlan

Robert Fine

-Andrew Horowitz

Consultant

New Tork, NY
.

''Fine
I

'qprImmnications, Inc.

New Yorw NY

.

Telecommunications, Cooperative.Nittwork,

New York, NY

.4e

Stuart Meyer jlorthwestern Universit,V,

Evanston, IL,

David Smith, Director.of Robot Research, Inc.
Marketing San Diego, CA

,

Glen Southworth, Sales Manager Colofado Video, pie.-
Boulder, CO

.

William Walker, Director Medical Center. Library df New York

New York, NY

tr,

6

1

, elefacsimile.--Of those people who had written marlier reports., we

asked, "What do you consider the most s- ignificanl advance in the,' field since

your report ?" Their answers concerning the quality of the'equipment and its

- .

product varied; one said that fax systems need to speed up to accommodate thp
" ------.,

. ,

load and need to produce a clearer image; the machines now on the market dd 1.

.
----, .. - c. .). ..

not show promise of being manufactured at a cost-that a library can afford.

.1

While some are faster, the incr ased speed decreases the clarity' of the print.

Another committee membersaidi er, that the speed has increased, that

there is better resojution of the copy, and that machines have:,been developed

that scan only the print part of the page, not the total:page. One development

* .

in the technology is the FAXON Model 811 book copier which will have an exhibit

at the forthcoming American. Library Association annual meeting late-this June
.

and early July. A FAXON rep'resentative will shoW a video tape of the opeOlPion

,

and display sample transmission s. The imp ication here is t*at fax will become2
.

-

routing as libraries' increase their use f the new telefacsimile -equipmedt.
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In general, the comments regarding the telefacsimile equipment concern

the still-present need to speed,transmission to accommodate the increasing loads

of material to 41k dent. "If time can be'reduced to 15seconds per, page," Hans

Engelke remarked, "then we can move a lot of volume." Oliver, Cairns Commegted

that the equipment used in the Project does not demonstrate the real state of

the 'art. Kenney mentioned that one ot'0e difficulties with telefacsimile has
pa,

been the lack of a book copier, and that' resolution has not been adequate for

footnotes, unless tie fine detail setting is used. With the forthcOming demon-

stration of a book cbp , perhaps a breakthrough has been achieved in this

area. Engelke also mentioned that perhaps we should look at different new

technologies--for example, the use of satellite for transmie4ion--rather,than

improve facsimile devices.

For some time the National Library of Medicine M) has condugted a

project with the British Lending Library Division using a-satellite in the

communication of information. The first domestic project of this nature-si
.

a six -month experiment with the Medical Library Center df New Ybrk (MLCNY). The

osilori

Medical Library Center comprisei 59, institutional members of which 16 are

participating in this project. The project 'is in th second of two three-month
.

. , ,

phases.. In the first phase, NLM absorbed the total cost. In this second phase,

.
a 1

users are being charged 50 cents per Rage. The equipment used.is Rapicom 100
'

1

: .,
,

which transmits at three speeds and has a multipage feeder. In the first -three
-.:

months of the experiment, the MLCNY processed, 500 requests. Some libraries

stated that there was an urgency to fill some requests but'otherssaid that

delivery one week later was satisfactory.: NLM has assigned one person to 'handle

the prolt it NLM. If'MLCNY sends a request.during the day, it will-have a

reply by telefax that same day: An example of the'procedure: ,a library
. ..- .

'

.

quests an article from MLCNY. If MLCNY does not have the articic,,they request ,
.

, ,

0 .

a copy from NLM which, if it can locate the material, returns a copy the same 'day-
o

1,
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By delivery service, MLCNY sends the telefaxed copy to the requtpting

,

library.. During Phase II, the volume has appeared to have diminished, possibly'
,

bectoe of the charge.

In considering pros and cons ol7teiefacsimile in libraries, several

positive points-have-emerged. Engelke staged that f'ax is feasible in smaller

libraries or where there is a lighter load, that fax can expedite flow; and

that the preSnt technology really is good enough. Ralph Shoffner remarked that

r-
telefacsimile.is usef for small volumes of material needed in a hurry, thus

plaCing Ort...E.glefcsimile category of use for a special situation, rathe'

thanas a routine measure for hfandlini all interlibrary loan requests.

-Some negative points were also made. :Shoffner remarked that some machines

are not cOmpatible with others. We also heard this comment during our visit at.
Lawrence Berkeley Labora

Samuel Fordyce stated that they do a lt.of work at NASA with facsimile.

They use high speedci, rcuits and have a 6-seconds/page facsimile machine

(Nippon-glectric) that they use for document exchangd between NASA and its

cont,ractors. However, the current technology costs exceed library budgets.

Fordice said that it is unrealistiC for libraries to use it although the

`costs may indeed go down ih thufuture, they still may not,be low e ough for

j2ibrgries.

\

Slow- can Television.--Many of the discussions centered on slow-
, .

television, perhaps because this is a relatively new technology as applied
O

to libraries. Shoffner commented on its usefulness for teleconferencing,

for example, for use by people physically removed fromeach other who are

. working on the same project. He cons iders this coupling a semi-library use.
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He explained: if) he and a colleague were working on a design issue and were using

' / .

.material fram the home office but adding to'it from a remote site, they could

r.

use SSTV and a blackboard make modifications to a design, and -communicate these

far better with slow-scan tban with fax. SSTV in this area-- which(he termed

reation'as opposed to 'flretrieval"--offers a great deaj of promise, ut it -is

a direct library use: On the her hand, he finds SSTV extremely expensive

to staff in order to use the equip ent flexibly.4or siNi activities as scanning

,abstracts. He sees nogood solution to the staf ng problem.
"e,

. -

Kenney does not see SSTV'being useful-in the sense of a cpmpeting
10

technology, and she does not find its use promising.for libraries.

Robert Cowan, who has worked,mith broadiAnd television and has beep,'"

1 experimenting wikia slow-scan television, stated that there is a misconception by

people associated with the Project of what can be accomplished with slow-scan tele-

) p
.-

visionv6nd particularly a misconception of 'what he has accomplished with the__

medium. He 'thinks that these are a number of areas in theedlibrary Mere tele-

conferencing can be useful; much of his work in Maide with seven 1small hospitals

located in rather remete areas has been to link them via televised,conferences

35-

for resource sharing of expertise and for training. He recommended_that alow-

stag, TV should be used for multiple,purposes so that the tost-benefiCiatio isgood.
Many of Cowan's comments concern the human factors involved in the

use of the technology and most of those centered on the use of SST -V. Therfirst

got

problem, he noted, is that th usey sophistication was not_high. He tOnks one

should try teaching audio confere cing techniques first', then expand td- video "..,,

It is:important to get rople involve , to ldok at interpersonal relationships

41
d' ,and to see how to facilitate those relationships. :

4



?Cowan believes that utilization of SSTV should be expanded to intrude
.

other areas bf ilibrary servict. Both telebrowsing and reference activities'

.

leave the equipmet
4
idlpie too-long, and this 'gap in use results 'in, anncrease_of

"skill decay". "You lack the skill so you use the eq ipmen4 lesg,`,so you further

lose the he explained.' He referred to an exampleietelemedieine in

Alaska: the original. concept was to use telemedicine for emergencies. The

° problem was, the technology wasn't used enough, thus people weYe insecure aboUt ,

ni didn't use it enough. "High priority event\s,arehow to use it and in
. 4

lerr@tic; they are 'random access' events." "After they:began to use telemedicine

in ongoing proceduresnot just fcr emergenciesCowan'said he began to

'the expanding use of the equipment.

In Maine -each "demonstration" encounter had anactual use. Cowan stressed

that actual Use causes people to be serious about the event and takes their

minds off the equipment itself. His point is that finless there is a real task

t$ be addressed, there is not enough payoff for the - ;participant to 'use the
. ,

equipments:

He advised that people Should look at other ways to incorporate the

technology into the daily work pattern of4theslibrary staff so that librarians

would increase their use of the technology. He felt that the librarians partici,

pating in the Project may have been reluctant to involve other individuals in

,
the use of SSTV and thatthey were. not its, strongest advocates because they

so,

themselves were not comfortable wfi'n'the equipment He suggested that areas be

land wee the librarian would serve as the interfaCe between patrons so that

the librarian would feel stronger about the role- -of technology in the library
,e _

environment.,

'-
He thinks- ithat libraries must become more-aggressive n their approadi

to servicing researchers. He-explained: "libraries deal with print). At the

0
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present, it takes a year from the time researcPis done to when it is published

OD

in a journal. Even in NTIS, it takes four to five months for a report to become

available. This is too long a turnaround time," he feels. "Now that librarians

use databases,, they can perform a search which finds material that has b

published up to the last six months. But what about the past six months?" he

asked. He believes that librarians shod move to deal with "resource indivi-

duals." If a scientist wants information more current than the search has

provided, he should move, to a resource indfividual. "Librarians'," Cowan feels,

should bring people to people, not just people to.print."

He suggested some additional uses of SSTV: researcher-to-research

librarian contacts: For example: the ERLsplibfary has some special collections

and-some researaftlibraians who know a particular area'well .and know how to

.t
elicit information in that.area. By using di4ectory of resource people, a

ai
researcher could contact that librarian directly without first contacting his

own library. The research librarian could incorporate SSTV technology when she

assists that researcher.

He also suggested setting up monthly continuing education sessions on

data bases to teach librarians, for example, the different command structures

and tree branchings inherent in the different data bases.

He offered still another suggestion: at present; librarians put the

client in touch with material. What about librarian.to librarian contacts? He

said that there are 40 free electronic bulletin boards throughout the country
*m .

where librarians could leave messages for each other: "will you do a\ search for

me," "does anyone'iant..."

Cowan has some real reservations about telebrowsing.because it is so*

personnel-intensive. For example, a journal' article often doesn't fit a TV
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screen.andIo the joareal has to be moved around for good vieVink. The

uncontrolled size of journal abstracts akes them difficult to transmit via

SSTV. He thinks that tax is a more appropriate technology to use for

abstracts.

44k

eading

He repeated what he had said earlier at a meeting in Boulder, that

we need to take a broader look at the utilization of the hardware. Librarians

should be Mol< io see how th equipment can be)used after the experiment. The

use of the equipmetht needs soc reinforcement for continued use.

He feels that librarians wi now have second thoughts about SSTV because

their exp ence in this.Projec as not as positive as it could have been.

Both CoWa \statements and belief/ were confirmed by Bert Cowlan who

has been working f. ;ome time with slowscan television in a number of settings.

Cowlan does communications constilting and is a policy planner and management

consultant who bridge- hardware and software in communications. Currently he is

engaged in studies for an FM UN radio station, preparing a report on the use of

videodisc for a Wall Street firm, and involved'in another project using a
11

small satellite earth station. He said that he and Bob Fine, the "father of

slowscan television," hav, been working together on some projects. He explained

that Fine's technology goes back to thq>late 1960's, that the equipment shows an

image in black and white, that audio travels with the video, that the equipment

is transportable and.smaller than a backpack, and that it can use an acoustic

1
coupler. He indicated that Fine's devices are not in prod4ction but had been

used in a variety of settings, including Australia's Outback.

At the beginning of the interview, Cowlan stated that SSTV should

never be used to nandle alphanumerics--that's a bad application of the technology.

He cited as one example a project for the Educational Testing Service (ETS) in

104



Princeton in which he and Fine collaborated. Th'ey planned to send test questions

to programs in other, places but found this use of SSTV is a waste of bandwidth

and telephone. He said there is 'a better way to send alphantimeric information

than by SSTV and that he and Bob line are working on that approach.

Cowlan sees SSTV used as a training device and he cited se eril examples4
\

One is for training automobile mechanics; here an audiocassette is used as a

storage medium, and_an oscilloscope screen is used for display; the set will

show someone, for example,-how to disagsemble a motor. He and Fin.have produced

material on this topic in Spanish and English. He added that as cars increasingly

acquire.microprocessors-for diagnostic purpbses, that slow-scan has a place in

that arena for teaching peopre how'to handle repairs. He also gave several
.et

other examples of how SSTV is being used at present; for example, he said you

can hOOk one into a police car radio, can get a "mug" shot, and can send that

. .
photo immViately to police headquarters where it can be compared with photos in

the--file of mug shots to See if the photographed individual is "wanted."
9-,

-g .-'14
,.4- /4"

Cowlan expliined that you can take -slow -scan infcirmation, send it to

a compute'r, and the computer can then display the information on aCRT. The

comptiter can transmit the CRT display to lerminals.in classrooms or'use Xvo

ittei'active systems with, for example, a TRS 80. Cowlan indicated that slow-scan,

ty
can be used in the medical area to transmit,x-rays or images of ients for

diagnosis or for consultation with experts at other areas. However, !ithe real

400

question," he emphasized, "is, where do Consulting physicians not have to see

the image?"

He described some other current uses of slow-scan television: in New

York, the United Press Interiational (UPI):is serdirg photographs of news via

slow-scan TV. HQ said that this is a new Use of Fine's slow-scan equipment
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which apparently is smaller-end portable. Any newsperson needs only's phone to

send a photo on fast-breaking, stories to the newsroom.

In a conversation with Robert Fine whom several people called "the"

expert in 'the field, Fine stated that there are a numb4 of applications that

have not been brought to fruition. He cited two examples: news reporting and

-corporate communications; he added that an.enormous potential exists for developing

a mix of slow-scan television, phone, ale telefacsimile, and that -the telephone

company has recently become very interested in pursuing this mixture.

Glen Southworth, the sales. manager of Colorado Video, Inc., the manu-

facturer of the slow-scan equipment used in this study, sees the major applies-.

tions in such areas as teleconferencing for business ancrgovernment for people

to communicate both audibly'and with pictures, for remote.diagnostics, for
at.

instruction and education, for broadcasting, for security applications, and for

monitoring remote sites. Some of these uses imply that the equipment is not

labor intensive and that it is notas difficult to use as it was in the Project

settings.

David Smith, Director of Marketing for Robot Research, Iqc.,'also cited

some of the same uses of slow-scan television. He added others: signature

,verification And.sending raw data, as in telemetry. He said .that SSTV had been .

used in the Three Mile Island incident shortly after the problem occurred.

"Slow-scan TV transported minds between Harrisburg and Lynchburg."

. Human Engineering.--The human engineering aspects of the Project seemed

be be one-of the overriding problems in the conduct of the Project, Several

people .addressed this issue. Cairns said that the problem is people: getting

people to use the.eqUipment. Ttere is no urgency on most interlibrary loan
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material, he added. (The'data.obtained from the transaction forms seems to bear

this out.) Andrew Horowitz agreed; he said that people do not wanttto get,

A
involved with technology, that it takes some time to change people's habits. In

a sense, this samp commentwas made by Dr. Farley,,i.e., that people do not like

%
to change ther habits. Cowan noted th t the Project personnel were interested

4

in modifications and refinements he h made to equipment in Maine. Cowan said

that Robot Research has just gone into production with a SSTV teleconferencing.

unit called the "MCD Model" based on his design.'`

-Effect of Electronic Publishing on Demand for Telefacsimile.--We asked

t4e members of the Oversight Committee whether they thought electronic publishing

and electronic mail would affect ttlefacs ile. Comments from several members

follow: offner feels these new techniques will have an immense ef-let in the

long runt but he raised several questions: Where will all the machine-readable

information*be maintained? Ho4, will switching be provided? How will the elec-
lk

Ironic books and journalspThdexed? There is a driving force for remote

access, but we do not know whether this will create an extra demand -for 'remote

access by telefacsimile orjor slow-scan television.

NI*

\--r-Kenney feels that electronic publishing and electronic mail wi have/

a positive influence on libraries, will help the standing problem.of document ''''-----/

delivery. "As electronic publishing increases" as material is available in

machine-readable form, and if storage devices get lowEr in price, libraries will ot

find all this a positive .influence.."

Fordyce said once all.the information is prog d and put into machine-

readable form, theri it is simple to al-lip it back and forth. But someone has to

pay for all the programming to put it into machirp'-roakdable form. Som. one has

to pay for'storage. "It's a clear case of champagne appetite and a beer budget."
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General Comments. -- Engelke pointed out one characteristic of lilitaries

as compared with industry that,does affect the consideration of telefacsimile.
4

.

"Industry can pgLhaps,use telefacsimile more effectively bec.iuse usually there

is a main office and several branches, whereas a library serves people in all

direct-ions."

Fordyce commented that libraries have tpo low a budget to use expensive

technologies, and that slow-scan TV is not applicable to libraries because it

costs too much.

N./

Meyer railed an importbnt question: to what extent do people need hard

II*

copy and to what extent do'they need to screen hard 'copy? The answer to this

question goes back'to basic user studies which underlie the use of these tech-
,

y

IF---;

nologies. Meyer pointed-out that online data bases provide stimuLtion without
-,--

gcrification.

Engelke suggested that there are several factors to consider in such,a

. study: the adaptability of people, 'thq workload, and the tran7mission costs.

We asked each member of the Oversight Committee to comment on the study

as a whole and indicate what they would have liked to see. Engelke Laid he

would have liked ro hav seen thh Projecticarried on for z longer period; the
, -

tire was too short and yet the new technialogy has to appear permanent or else

people-won't adapt to it. "This has happened over ard' over again'in the past.
.

Experiments are t.00 short. They don't:get a fair chance." He felt that a
\.

five-year test period, announced at the start, w\uld give a project some degree

of permanence, and allow it to be absorbed into the *stein.

Shoffner advised that there should have been more preparation and grounding

such as determining"where the users were at the.start of the study. He, too,

commented that you don't change people's habits easily.

tit)
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I
Cairns said.that'the value of:this experiment. lay in trying to see

'how well it could be used for interlibrary loan, for exchange of technical

. _
information for other purposes, and that if libraries got ,,:uSed to using these

techniques4 that they then could evolve to more advanced 'technologies. He

thinks that the Project was not a fair experiment, that it did not provide

extensive used of the equipment, and, that more controlled experiments are needed.

If more user had been interviewed by the library staffs, he thinks more patrons

would have been brought in. Yet we know that Boulder and other libraries did

interview the patrons, but it did not 'seem to make a difference.- Cairns also

felt that wider enthusiasm was needed among participating libraries.

.

User

interest should have been determined first, he felt, before the library agreed

to participate. Although in Boulder there seemed td be user interest, there was

no follow through by patrons.

Kenney' considers it a drawback that the Project. was set up with limited

funds and with limited objectives. She feels that slOwscan television could

have been "pushed more" in the beginning.

Fordyce commented that the eqlipment was utilized too little and it

was too expensive.

Many of these points willbe addressed

$

)

Section VI.
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SECTION
.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

This evaluation has looked at the Project from.a number of p

tives: die nature 'of the libraries and the data Obtained f analyses of the

-

transaction forms, impact on libraries, impact on patron users, network consider-

ations, potential of new telecommunications equipment relevant to libraries, and

potential of changes in library activities 'that will have an effect on decisions

regarding the use of telecommuilications equipment and its original objectives.

Each of these areas will be discus'sed in Some details from the standpoint of the

data obtained during the study and from the narrative information obtained

through discussions with library staff, patrons, and experts.

A. Libraries in the Project; Data Obtained from Anal*aesk

e 10 libraries varied in size of collections from over pne million

Iol-Y-1h-
, 5 .

ts

' dings to about 25,000. Professional staff size ranged from two.to 194.

Most libraries were situated in areas where university, medical, or.other

1 libraries are located which enrich the library environment and "make a

large variety of materials available for local resource sharing.

The collections .of the Projecttfibraries include approximately 52 subject.

areas. Some of these areas showe cbmmonalities. For example, five librlries
4iro.

°

listed environmental. studies as subjects of concentration in their holdings;

four libraries nbted mathematiii, physics, bioq!gical sciences, and energy as

4

tollections within their scope. Three libraries listed nuclear science and

medicine; and two, geological sciences, hydraulics, chemistry, and materials"

science. Fcii- most of the topics, only one library had a significant collec-
,

tion tff a particular area (e.g., oceanography, astronomy, soil mechanism,.

concrete, 'shore protection, computer sciences, electronics).. It should be

. .
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noted that these descriptions of thescollections_ were gathered from both'the

library's own listing as well as listings in directories; also, some libraries

.provided scope is more, detail than ,others.: For example, one library might

'%"---f.pt infy biology while anothet:' might provide a breakdown within biologysuch. .

entomology. The point is, however, that although there were some are g in

common, there were also a number of dissimilarities. Both aspects are useful
lot

for rdsource sharing and networking. Thus, the Project networking was not neces-

sarily forCed except where the usual local interlibrary loan.-resources were
,50

circumvented for pUrposes of this Project.

- .

Types of Transactions.--The 1594*nriginating transactions included

interlibrary loan (75 percent of the activity of /he Project), correspondence

0 ,

(approximately 15 percent), schedules, lists, etc. (about` 4 percent), demonstra-'

(

tions (about 3 percent), reference handling (about 1.5 percent) and literature

searches (less than 0.5 percent). Clearly, interlibrary loan was far and, away

the bulk,of the activity ein this area. The i4ansMittal method's used were (MP

(about 6 percent), Rapifax (about 86 percent), mail 4abkt 4 percent), telephone 6

(about 2 percent), and SSTV (abou01 Pers,ent).

II

O

. 4 . v
. .

,,

Of the or,iginatingArransactions, Boulder originated 470 interlibrary .:'

, 4 ,,
..v° .

loan requests (about 29,percent) and Vickst;urg 278 (about 17 percent), O those
.

.
.

who were contacted most often, Argonne received about 25 percent and

.

Oak Ridge
.

. ;.,

,.-.

about 20 percent. Boulder is large library in tlif midst Gf good resources_buf,.
.

a.

Vicksburg; is a small library in arather isolated setting: One might think,
.

. a ,
0. -

.
. .

that Vicksburi requests were decessary and natural while Boulder made a point

of using the. network as fully as possible in order to give full testl'Io.the

P;oject.

,'

Argonne and Oak Ridge weeethe most contacted, perhaps because of the

subject area of work and partly because of the fact that these libr"arie's had the

13 i.
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equipment for' transmission all of the time and would respond. In ontrast,

Agriculture -where the interlibrary loan activity is heavy -- ad said that the

.

Project was considered a burden. For Ft. Belvoir, a small-library he Project
, -

. , IzAilmg.

was considered useful and helpful.

The types of responses indicate what the users requested' in terms of

type of materials.. Again, the requests come as no surprise when one is. ac -.
.-

quainted with the needs of scientists: journal articles accoun d for 655.
.

. -

'.(aboqt 54.percent) of the-requests. , -

-
Telefac9mile appears -more useful in industry than it libraries, as

Engelke pointed out in Section V.B. NSF has used telefacsimile frequently to

communicate with scientists and administrators,'yet used it much less in the

'library for the Project.

B. Impact on 'Libraries

0

es of Difficulties Imposed.--The test of the feasibility and acceptance4
r

of the equipment was someWtat since the Project increased the work

of the libraries and r interviews with library personnel indicate,that it was

retarded unfavorably fr m that point, of view. Burdens were placed on staff in

the sense that normal interlibrary loan yocedures were not followed. There was

ti not alWays enough staff in the libraries to cope with the additional amount

of processing required: maintaining the transaction records accurately,
. ire

0
, 44,

filling out the originating and reply forms in det'ail did not always occur.

This made it iarder to evaluate the quantitativeAPdat.i.

The malfunctioning of equipment, and the tinie required by the equipmdnt
4

for transmission also affected the Peoject. Examples hete are the troublesome

paper-feed 'during'QWI'P transmission (a t4o=to-three minute waste of time because

71
f
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there was no way to abort the transmission process), faulty.feed'ing on the

Rapifax, and time required to set up the slowscan television equipment for

Operators also. had to check the machines frequently to see if the phone was

ringing or if material had be-e-6transmitted and was lying in the machine.

Since participants load agreed not to impose controls, the libraries did

not follow the same ground rules concerning, when to use telefacsimile and when

to follow their usual interlibiary loan procedures: This also affected'the

Of the results of the Project in different libra ries:

Il In this Pioject, the procedures and equipment were labor intensive.

If; howevec., effective and efficient equipment had been available that could sit

()lila key operator's desk or beside the desk, and if priof,photocopy was jt a

requirement of the equipment, then the work load probably could have cut in

half and transactions might have been more, frequently -'and more accurately-

recorded. If protocols (i.e to eRsu:Te participati at .a comparable

rate and in a comparable manner) had been agreed upon by participants and data
, .

..'

collected regularly, more quantifiable results would have been available.
\---

When IS Copy Needed?--But work load is only a part of the pr blem. A

more basic issue concerns a question that Professor Meyer raised: "bider what-
,-

conditions do people need to see the hard copy and under what conditions do they

need to have it in hand?" Perhaps a good many copies that were made would not

have been really required if the patt:ons could have inspected the material prior

to transmission, if the uier'cauld'-have quickly owsed one or two pages and

A

determined that the article was not Tat he wanted--or was satisfied with the

information he saw. What this means is that some capability fOr viewing a

dosupeit first is sensible and usVfil.

f



If libraries truly become-communidation centers as some have foreseen,

then the use of slow-kcan television is applicable and not to be discounted

because ofiits apparently inefficient use in handling alphanumeric information.

For one thing,,SSTV can be used to show the results of 'a ,database search on

g

another CRY and a user,could know immediately whether the search should be

restructured to 'Ave him the information he desires.'

II

Shoffner asked, where will all the machine-readable information be

maintained? It could be-stored in audio or videocassettes or on videodiscs,

then called up .for display in SSTV as requested/ An article by Robert Smith in
/ vf

a 1978-issue of the Futurist included a section on slow-scan video:

IL
.

,

"TV will also assist interlibrary loans.' By the 1990s,

video transmission of loaned materials will, ion fact, be the

II

. norm... ,

"Slo4=scia" television transmits, via telephone lines,

I/

one picture element every 60 seconds...A receiver at one library
collects images sent from anothef and displays them,on a regular

.
,TV screen or stores them electronically on videotape-'or' audio-

cassette for later c4.splay.,

I
t.

or "The exciting future prospects of this 'invention include a

tremendous storage potential (up4to 56,000 documents per video" 4
.

II

. tape) andthe.conyenience to the library user of being able to
..: -

'browse' through-the documents at another-library and receive
the source material almost immediately upon request:

- -
4 #

1.

.

e

Libraries'now have books and jcrnals on micrOorm, and the information

can be retrieved and displayed on a^ screen. In a sense, this is a-prgcedent for

use of material"st-ored on videotape and called up for viewing on slow-scan

television.

Shoffner asked, too, how switching *ill be
-
provided. Switching could

b,eliminated6if libraries sAscribed to videodiscs and audiocassettes--or,

central libraries in a network could house these materials and transmit them on

equett through slow-scan television.
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Shoffner also raised the question of how this material will be indexed,

i.e.,.the time and money needed to convert retrospective collections into

searchable form.

The majority of library staff felt that the Project experience improved

service to patrons and -contributed to their own personal development. In

genez2.1, however, Project participation did riot ,affect their acquisitions

decisions.

_

C. Impact on Patron Users

How did tho'users feel about the documents they received? Did they

think the documents were relevant, arrived on time, were helpful? The data

show that they did find the infofMation helpful approximately 72 percent..of'the

time. Mostly they wanted journal articles (70 percent). The material was on

time 60 percent of the time.

The real question is, how to balance these figures against the costs

and inconvenience to the library. Is it worth it for proposal writing, for the

need to know, for writing papers? It would be interesting to investigate the

tradeoffs, but that is not the subject of this'report. What .the patrons did say''

was that "faster is better."

D. Network Considerations

r.

Networks seem to be'successful when people are truly interested-in

participating and making them work. A comment that appeared frequently in

discussion with librarians participating in the Project was the large amount of

interest of the:Participants and thein comments that they got to know what other'

libraries had and the people-at those libraries. To make a project li)5e thi$

work effectively, an online union catalog woutg have"been a big help. The More

0
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each library knows about others in the network, the b-Stter. While sach library .

43

°filled out a questionnaire which was distributed to all participants, an in

depth profile of each libray.would also have been additionally useful in
4

determining which library to approach.

Library staff interviewed felt that the 'Project did increase contact with

other libraries; about 40 percent felt they would continue interlibrary loan
P

transactions with these libraries, and 2:1 felt that it enhanced network develop.

ment.

In tk ApTi) 23, 1979 "New Yorker, an article in the "Talk of the Town"

(1),. 35) noted,in regard to theaccident at.Three Mile Island nuclear power plant,

"At Harrisburg, it-may haye been the technician who, on being
ecwhether a worker might not be able to' fix a stuck valve inside

the adioactive plant replied, In the ry he can-, but- in practice,he
can't."

4

The same words might have been spoken of the equipment in thig-Project: in .

theory it should havebeerr splendid, in practice it is not. Why?

done in the'futue? Is it indeed worth doing? Under what circumstances?

can be

procedure that might have helped is a set of protoCols for the use f

telefacsimile. Most of the libraries, especially the ones located nearuniver

sities or other large "libtarieS, went out of their way.to participate in the

Rroject, Switching centers might be used--for example, to determine if a local

library hasthe requestgd information; if not, to consult an automated system

(such as ttie-OCLC subsystem offers) to see who does have the material and then

request that library to send it either for viewing by slowscan or hard copy via

facsimile. ThitPrOcedure might- 'east in a network with special lihrftries

that Could form a consortium based on similar core and dissimilar peripheral

interests.
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,

requiresThe iritroductron, ,and management of a project such as this one

I .

planning, meetings, trials, and then careful monitoring. People skills are a

necssary part of any such enterprise. ,Despite memos and suggestions from

11L
BoulAJA, participants' actions show that suggestions were not always followed

up.

O

1

1
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Section VII

IMPLICATIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Implications

Needs of the Field.-- In the past two decades, libraries have experienced

significant changes. Automated systems--only dream on the horizon in the

beginning of the 60's--are now a reality. The use of the rapidly increasing

number of data bases has become th accepted daily activity in many libraries.

Many libraries are looking at automated systems to compensate for limited

budgets, to facilitate resource sharing, to help cope with the growth of the

literature, and to offset the effects of the increasing use of data bases which

increase the requests for articles resulting from those searches. As Stu/art
0,

Meyer pointed out, the data bases stimulate but they do not satisfy the appetite.

Something else has to satisfy in terms of providing the ability to view hard

copy or produce a copy of the document, in hand.

This Project explored both: it 'offered a way for the user to view a

document or to obtain a hard copy. But both methods involved technology that

the libraries found awkward to use and which imposed additional difficulties on

.. .

already strained situations. While one purpose of the study was to conduct

a fair test of the technology:in a sense, the test w..3 I!ot fair for several

reasons which include the short duration of the Project, the installation

bproblems 31f the eqtftment, and the lack of imposed protocols with set procedures

to follow (e.g.; when to use normal interlibrary .12!n routes' and when to follow.

the Project).

What was learded from this study? At the present state of the art

of the technology and its applications this study'has not shown that the

equipment was regarded favorably for regular daily use by either the staff or
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the patrons in these'libraries. While the Majority of patrodswere not aware

that telefacsimile or other equipment was used, they were nonetheless generally

satisfied with the service they received threby. However, with improvements in

design and operation and with more creativg applications, especially for slow-
:

slow-

scan TV, we believe that the technology could find a useful place in the library,

especially as data bases continue to make impacts on libraries tlirouth increased

number of patron requests. Also, new and different technOlo such as video-

'

cassettes -and Videodiscor a mixture of those, telefacsimil , and SSTV might be

4.1

An experiment such as this Project can be viewed as a reminder of several

important points at a time when new technologies are being applied to libraries.

First, the fact that the role of libraries is. changing. Second, that human

engineering factors must be considered in the introduction and in the testing of

II

any technology. What willTtsir;ti-Oduction do to the present system? Will it

increase staff work? How and at what level? What can be.redesigned to eliminate

II

that increase? If new technology is introduced, it should be used often and fin-
.

real-time projects. SSTV did not really get a fair chance because it was not

IIused on a daily basis to satisfy real needs. Third, that in testing equipment,

II Q
record keeping should be simplified, either by automation, reduction, or elimina-

tion, to ensure participataon. Fourth, that established protocols must be

IL

followed to ensure that test results are comparable. 'Fifth, that the character-

,

istics of participating libraries should be well known.as well as the details of

their holdidgs. Sixth, that federal libraries should work toward the appropriate

meshjng of all the new technologies: OCLC-type s=ystems, online catalogs, fast

transmission of needed material, and a management system that constantly monitors

, a project so that the information can be- -and isused for continual im)rovement,

of that system.
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Experiential Data on SSTV vs: Reports and Suggestions in the Literature'.--

SSTV is at the sam e time both the most controversial part of this Project

and the one that seems to offer the most potential for 'development and use for

information provision. If the latter, then'the SSTV equipment must be modified

to be smaller., lighter, portable, available at lower cost, Sand easier to use

with receivers installed in laboratory or office settings as.well as in libr'aries.

If one thinks of SSTV as a kind of enhanced-microfilm reader, then it is easy to

think of calling up information from a store of articles on videocassettes tcr

view the information. If the viewing equipment is located in the.laboratory,

. the scientist can then view what he needs at his convenience any hour of the

day or night.

SSTV can also be looked upon as an intelligent terminal. Like-word

processing equipment, it can be used for local purposes part of the time and

as a communications device for a variety of purpot-es at other times.

In addition, slow-scan television can be used for many other purposes

and used frequently throughout the day--but again, in laboratories and with an

audio component, The equipment can be used for viewing diagrams, for checking

equipment _malfunction, for reading unpublished data, for inspecting the results

of searches on CRTs, for teaching search strategy to end users of data bases,

for communication within learning resource centers,- This is not to diminish

the importance of the library, but rather to'anticipate that the libraryis

1
entering another phase in its ever-changing role of coupling user t& information

and user to user. In this new role, the librarian assumes a more important

responsibility--for instance, for knowing sources of information (data bases,
c70

etc.), for knowing resource personnel; and for entering originaldata into

national systems.
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Conclusions and Recommendation's,

The Pfb act was designed to deal with some operating ptoblems common to a
e

group of federal libraries: ,access to desired publications, rising costs4o

documents, prolifetating data bases, 'staff-and space shortages, travel and

budget curtailments, and increasing interlibrary loan activity with concomitant

P
slow and yet costly mail service. The objective was to develop

. improved methods to share library res&vrces.

In several ways the Project met that objectile. Resources werelshared;.

analysis of the data obtained during the Project shows that'75 percent of the
o

Project's activity was involved with interlibrary loan with 70 percent of those

'.requests for journal articles. Although infrequently used Tor the purpose, the

SSTV equipment available for preliminary g did enable a requestor

to screen the requested information to determine if i was indeed desired. The

Project did allow the transmission of the requested article quickly by the use

of telefacsimile.. Staffs interviewed felt that the Project did increase contact

with other libraries. Forty percent of thos libiarians felt that they would

continue ILL with those libraries after the Project ended. Staff training

opportunit'es were improved in the sense that librarians considered the Project,

I\

________
e

worthwhile with regard to personal developmen .

Analysis of the roject also brought out information about some less

desirable aspects. The participating librarians felt that the Project increased

the work load. Telefacgimile, While useful, creates a labor intensive situation

in libraries because, in addition to the photocopying that is normally done in

interlibrary loan procedures, the QWIP required person-to-fax-to-person involve -\

ment; Vnding multiple copies by Rapifax required hand feeding. In add.ti,m,

some of the equipment was considered rather cumbersome to use. With newly
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developing telefacsimile equipment that does not require prioi- photocopying, the

proces.s could be simplified for the sender.

suv ds also being improved and, according to the optimism expres'sed

by some of the.people interviewed in the conduct of the evaluation, the tech--

nology does have a place in the communication of images, alt.kough how and when

libraries should use it seemed rather vague. ,While a use for this form of

communication may exist, other technology such as two-way television may in time

be economically feasible and might become the mare desirable medium for such

communication.

To place the evaluation of this study in a realistic pespective, we

'feel that the conclusions drawn from the evaluation should include a considera-

tion-of the direction in which libraries--and the entire field of print .communi-
,

cation--are developing. In the past decade technology has made a stunning

impact on libraries. The use' of computers, telecommunications, data bases, and
1

microforms has led to.the growth of information utilities and the development

of networks; they have resulted in fticsharingef resources, new attitudes on
%

the part of librarians,' and new expectations by users. One particular impact on

library services has been the integration of document delivery services with

data base search results. As new sophistica ed inf6rmation services come into

being, the library will probably function inc easingly as a resource management

center that serves its users rapidly and comprehensively, even though the

collection of that particular library is limited. e worlds of print and

electronic media are merging. Experts have predicted that in about 20 years

telefacsimile will eventually be by-passed by the distribution of electronic

"soft copy', an f that, consequently, facsimile transmission has no long-terM

future. An Arthur D. Little report on A Comparative Evaluation of Alternate
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a.

_l

Systems for the Provtsion of EffectiOe Acces to Periodical Literature (1979)

stated: "The one electronic information delivery option available to NPC

[National Periodicals Center], facsimile, will probably remain expensive,

labor-intensive and not in major use."

In the meantime, libraries do have needs and do wish to improve the

sharing of reso s. Telefacsimile as well as SSTV do have roles td play in

helping libraries share those resources.

The libraries of the future will be tied by telecommunications into

a national network. How the network evolves depends upon many factors, among

the* the conduct of research studies and projects such as this one, the develop-

ment and testing of models, the expl atiOn,and testing of applications thethe

new technology. In the meantime, telefacsimile 'and slow-scan telev*ision are

here and working. Although they pose drawbacks,' these devices do have a use in

this decade and the nest. For those reasons, we recommend that federal libraries

4

be encouraged continue to study new ways to deliver copies of documents land

to experiment with their use in network-type situations.

AP

We also recommend that the Federal Library Committee consider support

of a future project based on the submission of a plan for a model program to be
.

conducted in a controlled situation that runs parallel with routine library

activities and where data areellected concurrently. Suggestions fo this

/Fstudy result from the analysis of,activities within this Projec,t'D Such a study

should include written protocols for the simultaneous conduct of the experimental

and routine operations; for a union "atalog of participating libraries; for

basic handling of/criteria which pareicipating libraries agree to meet; for

well-designed and accurate records of staff time and costs for each operation

each method, records of the delivery of each document to each requesting libr/ry,
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time of delivery or pickup by the patron, a,recard of users' evaluation of the

effect of delivery time on their project, and an estimate of the dollar value of

taster-n -mail, same-as-mail, slower-tha -mail delivery to the user; and for

NJregular and frequent examination of cords to make certain that protocols
_

4

are being followed and criteria met.

1.
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APPENDIX A

2
PROJECT PLAN AND SCHEDULE

The pilot pxoject plan has been dividkd into three major task areas

or phases. Phase I covers all startup and preAting activities. Phase

II the actual pilot experimentation with the equipment, the

data lection, and the data reduction and tabulation., Phase I.II includes

---,:-.-
,the preparation of reports on the findings and conclusions of the experiment.
.

This,phaing is reflected on the chart in Figure 1, which depicts an overall

time.frame of 39 calendar weeks for the pilot experiment and shows the

several tasks to be carried out during each of the three, phases.

Phase I"-Star uo/Pretest Activities

As wi 1 be noted in Filgure 1 PhLe I will cover an approximate two

month period (9 or 10 calendar weeks). During this period, installation of

equipment is to be completed and the operators trained in its use. while

is in progress, final changes are to be made in the draft (test> forms

that will be used for data collection during the experiment, and- appropriate

individuals at each site are to be. indoctrinated in -the use of the forms.

At this point, the data collection forms are-to be pretested during a brief

,

pertod of actual use by the participating libraries and then revised, based

on the results of the Pretest. Thereifter, the data Collection forms are

to be duplicatedin the requisite number bf copies and_distribull to the

participating libraries--the concluding step in Phase I:

6
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Phase II--Conduct of the Experiment

, 'The actual experithent, as shown in Figure 1, is to take place during

, .
. .-'

an approximate 16 calendar week period.
( From the experiment start date,

. , ..

the participating libraries&NP are to use the data collection forms in all of
V

. .

their requests and transactions.with other participating libraries for a ,,,....

period of 12 calendar weeks; they are to send the forms completed each weekO

to a q becified address; *here ongoing review and data reduction activities

will take place and the 'results will be tabulated for subsequent analysis.

Telephone interviews with a representative sample of patrons servec
. .

during the experimental period will begin about two weeks after the experiment

.

sta the information gained via these interviews will be extracted

from the interview guides or protocols, on an ongoing basis, so that the

tabulation of these'data can be- completed and be ready for analysis by the

'end of the 1,6 -week period allocated for Phase II.

. -de

Site visits to the participating libraries, to collect additional .

data needed for evaluation and interprgtation of the result& of the experiment,

can begin as soon as 'the 12-week data collection' period is over: Tbe.site

_ visit /fare scheduled to be carried out duiing a three week period, which
4

will allow time enough for the information to be asSemblZ4 and organized
,

for use in Phase III.

Phase III--Po'ect 'Reports

This third phase of the pilot prONect is allocatedabotit three calendar

.
.

month's, but.itycan begin 6eforel,,the actual cb,%elusion bf Phase II, so that

, 1 5 ()
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predminary findings can\-be reported within a month after the Mind of

Phase II. The final report, containing thefull pilot experi ent results,

the conclusions, and recommendations, is scheduled to be prepared in

.draft form, for review and subsequent emendation based on the results

VA

of this review, prior to its final submission at the, end of tie nine-month

(39 calendar week) project'schedule.

to
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1. Library

I 2. For Director OriTy: How are your intalibrary loan services staffed?

.%

APPENDIX B Revised:
May 3,'1978

IP

0M-SITE INTERVIEW WITH LIP,IRY PERSONNEL

I

Position Title Grade Level or Hourly Wage

Position Title of Intervieee

41.16..

CS Level or Hdurly Rate

Name of Interviewer

Full Time Part Time

5. Date Time of Day Time Zone

5. Which equipment have you personally operazed?

I a. Slow-scan TV
. .

b. 1 Rapid Telefax
c. Conventional Telefax

147,. How often do you useith equipment?

. per da y

11 or more times 2-5 tines 1-5 times 1-5 times
per day per week per month11

.
. ..

a. Slow-scan TV
b. 'Rapid Telefax
c. Conventional Telefax

I8. Are you considered the key operator?

9. Do you train other staff members or the equipment?

10. Which equipment do you prefer to use and why?

Slow-scan TV

Rapid Telefax

Conmentional Telefax

'3'i



ON-SITE,INTERVIEW WITH LIBRARY PERSONNEL

11. What times of the day seem more efficient to use the equipment?

Kevisea:
May 3, 1978

a.m. p.m.

4 5 6 7 8.9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6.7 8,9 10

a,' S1 ow7scan TV

b. Rapid Telefax

c. Conventional Telefax

12. WhattiMes seemed least efficient?

13. Have you used the automatic features of the rapid telefax?

14. What improvements's-in d.esign would you recommend for:

a. Slow-scan TV

b. Rapid Telefax

COnventional Telefax

15. Do you feel that your contact with other libraries has:

a. Intreased

b. Decreased

1

c. Remained the same

16. If increased, doyou'bel4eve that this has resulted in better service to your

clientele?

17. If decreosed, wby?

..

18. .Do ou expect to continue jnterlibrary loan transactions with the participating

\li 4es at a level equal to or greater than during the project?

Yes No Don't know :

If "No", why?

19. What usfs besides document delivery did your library make of:

132. 153
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ON-SITE INTERVIEW WITH LIBRARY PERSONNEL

a. Slo=scan TV

Revised:
May 3, 1978

/---- b. Rapid Telefax c. Conventional
Telefax

Teleconferencing

Training

On-Line Literature Searching

Original Translating

Other (Specify) (Specify) (Specify)

I20. If funds were no object, would you recommend that the library retain

a-. Slow-scan TV

b. Rapid Telefax

'4t

c. Conventional Telefax

21. (For Directors Only)

Do you plan to budget for

.-

a. Slow-scan TV ,

b. Rapid Telefax

c. Conventional Telefax .

d. Other Narrow-band Equipment (Specify)

in order to retain the equipment after the project has been concluded?

Please give the'reasons behind your decision.

22. Have you shared the,equiPment with other elements in your agency?.

Yes No

15,1
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Revised:
ON-SITE INTERVIEW WITH LIBRARY PERSONNEL May 3,1978

If "Yes", cite examples.

a.

b.

c.

Ith

23. Have you extended service to researchers not sponsored by any of the agencies

I supporting the participant libraries? Yes No

If "Yes ", cite examples.

a.

b.

I

C.

24. Do you believe the project experience has been worthwhile with regard to:

a. Service improvement in your library?

b. Personal development?

c. Network development for future local benefit?

d. Cooperative use within your own agency location?

e. Service to non Federally sponsored researchers?

'25. Has your participation in the network affected the acquisitions decisions

you have made?

I26. What areas of staff expertise in other network libraries were used during

4

the project not available to you locally?

i27. Has your justification in the network affected your staffing decisions?

II
28. Do you have other comments to make?

a
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My name is

APPENDIX C

Federal Library Network Plan
Slow Scan Television Contract 1:512
Library Patron Interview
Apri1.15, 1980

and I'm with Herner and Company in

Arlington, Virginia. I'm calling on behalf of a-group of ten libraries whic:-

are participating in 4 nationwide pilot experiment (for the Federal Library

tee) involving the use of slowscan television and telefacsimile equipment.A , a

Through the use of this equipment, the libraries hope to improve their services

to users like you,rself. I'd like tc take a few minutes of your time and ask you

a few questions that will help in the 'evaluatiOn of the experimental findings.

Your responses will be held in strict_ confidence. They will be used in pieparinz
4i>

tabular data, but they will never be attributed to you personally.

1. According to the records of the
(name of library)

on , you asked the library to
(date of service) (describe the service)

:s this correct? Th

0 Yes (skip to question 3)

0 No (skip to question 2) ACM

ED Don't Know (skip to question 3)

2. If "No," what dialoyou asks the library to do for you

3. For what particular purpose did you need this information? (Prompt: That is,

did you need it in connection with research you were planning? in connectdon

with a project you were working on? in connection with a report you were
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writing? or some such purpose?) (verbatim response)

I

4. Did you find that the information you received was, in fact relevant to your

request (verbatim response)

5. with regard to.the timeliness of the service, did you receive the informati:n

or materials ycu,requested (read first thr e)

er.tire,
as you reRuested (skip to question 7)

Ealier than you r'equested (skip to question 7)

Later than you requested (skip to question 6)

Don"'t remember (skip to question 9)

6. If later than requested: did the lateness ofthe response have any kind of

adverse effect on your work?

Yes (skip to question 9)

No" (skip to question 9)

7. If respondent answered "on tire" or "earlier than requested" tc Question 4;

was the promptness of the response beneficial to you in any way?

Yes, E No (skip to question 9)

8. If "Yes," how, specifically, did receiving this response benefit you?

(verbatim response)
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9. Were you aware at the time you made t e request that the service would

06
involve

0 use of slow-scan television equipment?

use of-telefacsimile equipment?

0 Yes (skip to question fl)

0 No (skip to qUestion 10)'

Remarks (record verbatim) r.

10. Did you subsequently become aware that the service was provided through the

use of this' equipment'

0 Yes [71 No

li. On a'ny previout occasion, have you had experience or have you been provided

service through the use of lelafacsimile?

o.

r--
_v es 0 Don't know

(If "Yes," prompt) was the nature of this experience or service?

(verbatim response)

.1.

12.. On any previous occasion hav'e you had experience with or have you been pro-

vided service through the use of slow-scan television?

0 yes n No Don't know

(If' "Yes," prompt) What was the nature of this experience or service?

(verbtim response)
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13: Finally, there are four questions I would like to ask that concern you
-personally and your job. You may prefer not to answer them; but if you do,
your responses will help us to interpret our data and I wish to emphasize
that your responses will never, in any way, be connected with your name`.
(If interviewee elects not to respond, so note, and skip to the'end of the
interviewprotacol.)

First, what is the-ohighest degree that you hold?

0 high school graduate (skip, to question 15)

0 bachelor's degree-

master's degree

doctcral degree

other

:L.:. In what fielcis (highest) degree?

15. -.;hat is your of 4

16. In your day-to-day work, what exactly is 'our major occupation or primary

No

job activity? (verbatim response)

Read to all Intervi wees

4

This is the end of the interview. Thank you for your cooperation. We apgreciate

your taking' the time to answer these questions.
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APPENDIX D

TABLE 9-3

UNIT COSTS FOR TELEFAX DOCUMENT DELIVERY

MONTHLY COST FORMULAE
.

.

Qwip Qwip RapqAx Rapifax Rapifax
4- minute 6-minute (High (Standard (Fine
Mode Mode Speed) Speed)

v .

Detail)

5:4:16 06x $240+522 14x $1680.$2.13x 516804$3 40x $1680+$4 25x

(Fixed costs include five sites plus resource mode at'S40 for Qwip ano
$280 forRabifax Unit costs for a 6-page transaction are determined on
tne basis of eIne highest line charges between any two sites in a 6-site
system x Ofiumbe,' of transactions:)

AVERAGE MONTHLY
(Actual TA:.INE7

transactions pe- month

ti

(Unit Costs der
Site Averade Costs 6 bade Transaction)

4-rrinute mooe $23E1+5240 = $488,month $2601 = $17 69
147

0. 6- minute mooe 53255+S240 = $623/month 53495 = $23.78'
5

_ .

147

Ra:ifax (high Speed) S1680+$31 ) = $403imobth $1993 = $13.56

-7775

4
Ra:-,fax (Standard Speed) 51680+S500 = $445/month $2180 = $14.83

5 147

;2:4fax C:111 Oeta,) 51680+5,625 = $4.57/month 52(05 = S15 6E

5 47,,

O

1.6e
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.APPENDIX E

.

EVALUATION OF THE USE OF SLOW-SCAN TELEVISION

AND TELEFACSIMILE: RESPONSES TO COMMENTS

BY MEMBERS CT tHE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE'

0

ro

/

$

k

Note: The page numbers givd in this section refer to pages in the draft
1

copy which J. Riley sent tqmembers of .the Oversight CoMmitiee for their

comments. because Herner nd Company replied to those comments and questions,

we have kept those page n mbers for correlation with the original correspondence.

However, because of subs uent adjustments in Ihe text to reflect certain comments,
,

the page numbers in, the inal version may differ.
,
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RESPONSES TO OLIVER CAIRN'S COMMENTS

.1) Final Report adjusted.

2) The NSF project summary referred to he is entitled: "Evaluation of*the Use
of Slow-Sean Television and Telefacsimile in a Library Network." We'felt
that it was appropriate to the evaluation of the use of equipment in an
experkme*tal situation to consider the objectives of the experiment, as
they were presented in Dr.,Maier's proposal. The objectives have now been
removed from the report.

t

1%*

.0
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RESPONSES TO ROBERT COWAN'S COMMENTS
ti

t

1) p. 105:
'Final Reportacyusted.

2) p. 107:

Fin'al Report adjusted.

3) 11. 110:

Final -Report adjusted.

de

.
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RESPONSES TO HANS ENGELKE'S COMMENTS

1) p. 92

Final Report adjusted.

2) .p. 111:

Final Report adjusted.'

3) p. 128:

Final .Report adjusted.

A.
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-S RESPONSES TO BRIGITTE KENNEY'S COMMENTS.

. 1) The Evaluation Report was based on Phase ;I only.

2) We,did 'take th "labor-intensive" aspects of the test into account. .

In fact Dr. Maier, in her comments, objected to that subject very strongly.
'Howevere-in addition to he necessity of recording information the equipment
itself is labor intensity and is responsible for most of the complaints by ':
Project participants: the Rapifax and QWIP for requiring,hand7feeding of
each page, and the SSTV for requiring operators on.both ends of a transaction:.

4)

5)

h
45:

11. .

We did not censor verbatim comments, The comment stands.
.

p. 37:

Final Report adjusted for clarity.'

p: 38:
. C

For special needs, ,i. .; if information was needed in a hurty, the staff
were willing to feed ages one by one into the Rapifax machine. However,
thinp was a time-cons minAgpcess which they preferred not.to have to do on
a'regular basis.

6) p. 39:

. - FinalReport adjUsted. a

(-N7) p. 40:

Final Report adjusted:

8) : 42: -N.

Final .Report` adjusted.

9) p. 43:"

4anal Report adjusted.

10), p..46:
GA, .

.

See response to comment 3. . Also, the Minutes of the Oversight Committee
Meeting at

.

Herner and Company on February 29, 1980 state:
--....

"This project does not evaluate slow.-scan and fax PER SE but'

. .. . only in the context of the FLNPP".(i.e.,, within the context ,

of this experiment, and not in a real world situation).

.
,

We felt that a si ngle table was too cone4ing., Yes, the delcriptiOnrof
, the, Yibraries 'could, have been put info an appendix;, we placed them in the

text in order to.present a setting far the interview,comments.
..,

. . 4!....

11W

. . .

12) p..61: . ,
.,

There was.not a great deal'to correlate. We didtry,sev!ral combinations

without any significant results.
, -...

P

.4 1 C5
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13) p. 63 (2nd para.):
Final Report adjusted.

14) p. 67: .

See response to Comment 11.

15) p. 68:

The questions came from the interview form designed for the Project.

16) pp. 114-117:

Final Report adjusted.

4 17) p. 119:

Final Report adjusted.

18) p. 119C (2nd para.):

sct

Minutes of-the Oversight Committee on February 29, 1980 at Herner and
Company state:

"No cost figures will be contained in the report."

19) p. 121 (Objectives):

We wor,ked with the information available. We were. unable to\obtain compar-
- able baseline information) :10

. 20) p. 125:

Final Report adjusted.

21). p. 126:

Final Report adjusted.

22) gyp. 128:-

,Final Report adjusted.

$,

0 )
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RESPONSES TO JOAN MAIER'S COMMENTS

Note: All page numbers r fer to the draft circulated to.the Oversight
Committee members. ,

-1) p. 1.(2nd para.): _

Incorporation of Oversight Committee members' comments into the report
was performed in accordance withHerner and Company's letter to Jim Riley
of//4"FreIrber26, 1979, point 4, and in accordance with the/outline of the
report, submitted by Herner 'and Company and approved at the Febr9ary 29:
1980 Oversight Committee meeting.

2) p.--/ 11st and 2nd para.):
Final Report_adjusted.

'3) p. 1 (5th Para.): .

We cannot delete this sentence. It accurately represents the opinions
of the participant library staff involved.

4) p. 2 (1st para.):
Final Report adjusted.

5) p. 2 '(3rd Para.):

Dr. Maier's comment is correct. The participants agreed not to impose
controlled conditions. However our recommendation stands: that a future
evaluation of SSTV and telefacsimile equipment in a federal 'library network
will yield clearer results if the experiment evaluated is conducted under
controlled conditions.'

6) p. 4:
Final Report adjusted.

7) p. 6:

See-p,-L6, reference to TALINET Project.

8) p. 7 (2nd'para3:
This paragraph summarizes MetroStud50 report pp. 47-53, "Conclusions and
Recommendations." These pages contain no mention of whose function it is

'''to collect and review and monitor the transaction forms.

9) p. 11 (1st para.):
Dr. Maier's comment is correct. The forms were revised and the participants
accepted the redesign. We merely state here that the forms were still not
fully not uniformly completed by the participants. .

10) P. 11 (2npara.):
. El.r. Maier's comment is correct. However, we are not stating why the forms
were not collected; we are stating why it is impossible to quantitatively
evaluate the use of equipment without having comparable quantitative
data.

- 11) p. 12 (1st Para.):
Final RepOit adjusted.

s



12) p. 16 (1st para., 1st sentence):
Final Report adjusted.

13) p. 16 (3rd para.):

TALINET's Continuation Report is referred to reggrding costs on.the
following page.

14) p. 20 ((4th para.) sic; 6th_para.):
Dr.Maier's comment is correct. However, we are here merely describing the
environmental conditions of the experiment, rather than presenting the
reasons for how these environmental conditions were arrived at.

15) p. 22 (1st para., 1st sentence):
Final Report adjusted.

16) p. 22 (1st para., last sentence):
Final Report adjusted.

17) .p. 25 (1st sentence):
Final Report adjusted.

18) p. 25 (3rd and 5th paras.):

Our report merely states what the Directors of NSF and NAL told us, it does
not criticize individuals.

19) p. 31 (1st para., 1st sentence):
We are not suggesting that the paper work was "overwhelming." We are
reporting a consensus of opinions derived from the statements of staff
members in participating libraries.

20) p. 42:

The library staff differed in the length of their comments. ,We include
more material for some_libraries and less for others because we obtained
More comments in some libraries than in others. However, sinC This ism
longer a DRAFT REPORT,'but a Final Evaluation Report, available to the 'y
public, we have revised this section in order to 'remove the names of
individuals from their comments in order to maintain confidentialiyy.

21) p. 35:

We can only repeat that Vicksburg informed us that they had made a big push
to publicize SSTV at the beginning of the Project and that their patrons
were not interested. As far as gathering-this information from patron
interviews is concerned, the transaction fOrms show no cases of patron use
of S-STV (other than demonstrations, etas.) during Phase II of tie Project in

any of the participating libraries. (See Table 11.)

22) p. 36 (1st para.):
This was not Pprecisely a "training experience" for the libarian. She

received the display on SSTV'of the printed search strategy (which could
actually.have been equ'ally well relayed by Rapifax) and this assisted
her in rethinking her search strategy. It was thus of help to her and she

was pleased with the result of-the interaction.
.
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23) 37:

Final Report adjusted.

o.

24) p. 38 (2nd para., last sentence)..:

Final Report adjusted.

25) 110040 (1st para.): '

This is a report, of a. comment from Brookhaven. It may or may not be
...-\ correct in fact. But the suggestion was made and is reported as such.

.

26) p. 42 (2nd para.):
.

OCLC is mentioned here becaus the ORNL staff felt that it was a new method
which, like this,Project, w directed at significantly decreasing response
time in interlibrary loan tr nsactions, and ORNL staff preferred the ease
of using.00LC tO using this Project.

27) p. 43 (2nd para.):
Final Report adjusted.

C

28) p. 48 (entiie-page):
This section reports on clomments from the USDA D.C. Branch Library. We inter-
viewed persons at the D.C. Branch Library at the specific request of Dr.
Maier (see Herner and Company letter to Jim Riley of January 3, 1980
referring to Dr.,Maier's letter of December 5, 1979.) John Welsh is
included in the section on the library at Boulder. Sandra Young's comments
are .not included because she was no longer employed at Fort Belvoir and thus
unavailable.

29) p. 48 (2nd para.):
Final Report adjusted.

30) p. 48 (3rd para.):
Final Report adlusted.

31) p. 51 (last para):
This paragraph reports on NSF. It does not criticize

32) 'p.'51,(1ast para.):
Final Report adjusted.

33) p. 52 (last para.):
Final Report adjusted.

ividuals.

34) pp. 52-53:
Dr. Maier's comment is correct. In fact, this paragraph states that only

three libraries had SSTV.

35) p. 61 (1st para.):
Final Report adjusted.

36) p. (1st para.):
Dr.1Naier's.comment, while correct, does not appear to relate to P. 62: first

paragraph. This paragraph is about responses to Q. 16 on the questionnaire,
not about changes in administration.
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37) p. 62 (1st para., last sentence):
It..was stated that the five persons come from libraries that differed
widely in size.

38) , p. 62 (2nd para., last sentence):
Final Report adjusted:

39) P. 64:
We began our interviews using the patron inter iew forms which were part of
the original experimental design submitted to l F. After initial interviews-
were conducted, it became clear that certain changes would improve the
performance of the instrument. We accordingly added a few words to clarify
certain questions, and deleted the section concerning the patrons' evalua-
tion of the SSTV image,, since there were no patrons in the sample of 82 who
had received information via an SSTV transaction. It is common and accepted
practice to refine a questionnaire or survey instrument in the light of
what occurs in the initial interviews. This eliminates awkwardness or
ambigulty in phrasing and assists in eliciting required information in the
most direct manner. Both interview protocols are now presented in the
Final Evaluation Report as Appendix C.

40) p. 73 (last para.):
Final Report adjusted.

41) p. 76.(last para., 1st sentence):

Final Report adjusted.

42) p. 81 (3rd para.):
Although we have a record for COBBS-200 and COBBS-201 originating trans-
actions (yellow forms) we have no record of a reponding transaction (blue
forMs) from MSVE. In tallying transactions, Herner and Company matched

each-
4
yellow originating transaction with its blue responding transaction.

We then noted for each pair whether or not the patron received_his_request,
and it was from these that_ we-- selected -our candidate patrons for interviews.

Since COBBS-200 and 201 had no matching responding transaction, they_were
n

.. ,

R rding Dr. Maier's comment that we should have interviewed patrons
involved in demonstrations of the equipment, we note that the Minutes of the
Ove sight Committee Meeting of February 29, 1980, at Herner and Company

state: "This Project does not evaluate slow scan and fax PER SE but only

in the context of FLNPP." We Therefore only interviewed patrons who had
received results through the network, not those who had reactions to
demonstrations of the equipment's speed of transmission, resolution of

images, etc. II

43) p. 100-112:
Final Report adjusted.

Note: Discussions with Oversight Committee members were held for.two

. re..sons: 1) Letter of NOvember 26 from S. Herner to J. Riley stated that
such discussions would be held';. and 2) many of the members of the Committee

are librarians and experts on the subject of facsimile since they had
conducted similar studies and written reports.

1 I 0
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The choice of experts was based on the pedple located who had had experience'
with library fax or SSTV projects. One of those experts directs the
Medical Center Library of New York and has been conducting a telefacsimile
project with NLM. Because four others (members of the Oversight Committee
had conducted studies on or had worked with telefacsimile in library
settings, we tried to balance that composition with people expert in the
use of slow-scan TV in library'or information sharing experiences. In

spite of much effort, we found few experts,in the 11 of slow-scan TV in
such experiences.

44) p. 101 (last para.):
Final Report adjusted.

45) p. 102 (1st para., 4th sentence):
Final Report adjusted.

46) p. 105 (2nd para., 1st sentence):
. Final Report adjusted.

)47) p. 112 (2nd para., 1st 'sentence):

Final Report adjusted.

48) p. 114 (3rd para., last sentence):
Final Report adjusted.

49) p. 115 (3rd para., '1st sentence):
Final Report adjusted.

:

50) p. 115 (4th para., 1st sentence):
Final Report adjusted.

51) p. 116 (2nd para.):
Final Report adjusted.

52) p. 116 (3rd para.):
Final Report adjusted.

53) p. 116 (last para.):
Final Repoit adjusted.

54) p. 117 (2nd para.):
',Final Report adjusted.

55) p. 119 (last para., last sentence):
Final Report adjusted.

56) p. 120 (last para.):
,Final. Report adjusted.

OS

57) -p. 123 #5:
Copyright information was not recorded consistently.

58) p. 124 (last para., 1st sentence):
Final Report adjusted.
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59) p. 123 #7:

Berner and Company interpreted "training" to mean, for example, training_in
how to accesson-line data bases, training in OCLC input, introduction to
AACR 2 with cataloging examples on-screen, anlontinuing education for

"...-

professionals or technicians, not training in w to operate the tSTV or
telefacsimile.equipment.

60) p. 123 #10:
Final Report adjusted.

61) p. 124 #11.:

We do pot agree. Phase I had already provided a clear and current knowledge
of procedural problems and of equipment limitations.

62) p. 125 (2nd para.): .

We did not say that the installation problems were related to the adminis-
tration of the Project. We merely state here that the test- was not fair
due to several re4s,ons', one of'which was installation problems.

63) p. 126 (2nd para., 7th sentence):
We did not say that equipment currently available should not be used. We

recommend that it be used for reaq-time projects and on a daily basis.

64) pp. 127-128:
Final Report, adjusted.

65) pp. 131-134:
Final Report adjusted.

41.
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RESPONSES TO RALPH SHOFFNER'S COMMENTS

1) p. 26:
Final Report adjusted.

2) p. 115:
Final Report adjusted.

3) pp. 121-122, El, 2, 3:
Unfortunately, baseline quantitative information on ILL transactions prior
to the Project was not available in a comparable manner from all partici-
pating libraries.

4) p. 125: T-PW

Protocols had indeed been worked out for the Project but it was agreed that
these were not to be imposed on the participants. Participants chose

whether or not to follow them--to the detriment of tti study.

5) p. 125 (3rd para.):
The second.sentence has been reworded. Cost analysis would indeed have
been helpful but it was greed at the February 29 Oversight Committee
meeting that no cost figures will be contained in the report (see minutes
of the meeting).

6) pp. 127-128:
Final Report adjusted.

ti
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views.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

Consider the objectives of the project in light of the data nad inter-

1. To improve the rele ance and timeliness of document delivery.

No baseli.ne inform tion is available for this study on relevance

and timeliness of document delivery during regular interlibrary loan

activities. Therefore,-this objective cannot be addre sed. In

reviewing comments of users, it appears that most of the information

was relevant and most appeared timely--but users may feel that way

about normal interlibrary loan service.

2. To improve access to other librari,s, mitigating the handicap of

distance,specifically for resource sharing.

Again, no baseline data is available showing normal-interlibrary

loan access, How much more might have been,obtained through the

Project than through normal channels cannot be ascertained except

indirectly through interview results.-

. Twenty-two of the 38 replying librarians felt that contact with

other libraries has increased as a result of the project and 17 of

22 replying felt that this has resulted in better servicf. Fifteen

of 38 replying expect to continue interlibrary l'oan transactions with

the participating libraries at a level equal to o'r greater than

during the Project while 10 did not'expect to continue, and 10 didn't

know. Of the ones who said "No," four will return to regular channels,

and three cited lack of equipment as the reason. Only one gave as

the reason that the Pr".ct placed too great a load on some partici,-

pants; only one,said that the project cvelted false patterns. In the

sense of improving access, this Project can be said to have achieve

Objective 2.
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3. To lower operating-costs or at least offset inflation la shared
use of. the librarys' collections. and better use of the talents of
local staff, especially through shared use of subject, language
and data processing expertise.

Because this study did not concentrate on costs, it is diffkult

to evaluate the first part of this objective. To do so, one would

need to `balance the cost of the increased amount of staff time

involved.in conducting telefacsimile transmission, for example,

against the purchases saved by each library.

4. To practice more-effective use of the postal system and other
transportation-oriented delivery systems such as vocal courier,
Federal Express, etc.

Again, it is difficult to evaluate the value of the Project in

regard this objective because no baseline data existif.as part of the

I
study.

5. To develop procedures for creative compliance with the 1976 copyright
law without sacrifice of service to the research community.

Information is not available.

6. To coordinate library services more closely_with-Aiat-a-c-e-fitir.services.

Again, the information wa°s not supplied for the evaluators to

be able to state whether this situation did, in fact, occur%

7. To improve staff training opportunities, especially wit regard to

on-line retrieval systems.

Thestudy did show that the project was considered worthwhile

with regard to personal development. Twentynine of 38 reRlying

said "yes." Though training experiments werenot conducted, the

potential through the use of .$STV was there.

. . ..

. .
8 To improve local. inventory ccntrol (file integrity).
...----

. . .
.

.

No data were gathered to show how this objective could be met.

I;5.



9. To be able to respond rapidly to changes in ageincy missio

Although the potential certainly exists for rapid re onse

within hours, the data collected shoihat very little!( use was

...
.

..,

made of this potential. According to the interviews, only ,one
i.....

.
.

,

library director plans to budget for equipment on the basis that it'
... . ,

-. N-
'speeds communication ana only oni;that it was used to rush corres

pondence. .
,

i

10. To extend 'full service to the public, thereby makfilga more direct

contribution to the solution of the nation's problems and to the '
ideal of providing equal access to library service for all citizens.

In this project, 11 of 38 replying library sonnel said that,
r-

they strared the equipment withother elements in their agency (21.* did

not), and five of 38 saidiChey extended service to researchers not

sponsored by any of the agencies supporting the participant libraries.

While the data gathered did not include that of .service provided to

the public, we were informid that the Project supported both the

WhAPVIHouse Conference sand -the Talinet Project, rough which the

'1

public could tie into federal library resources. Whether the Project

reached this objective cannot be evaluated.

11. meeting the above objectives, to provide a prototype for a federal
library network which could in turn become the nucleus of the national
Library network. .

According.to the informa.tion by, which to judge this objective,

only two of the objectives (2, 7) were met by the data gathered during

thisproject. (No data were available for objeCtives 1-6 and 8.) A

prototype for a nucleus of a network cannot be said to exist.
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